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SUMMARY OF DECISION 

Pete J. Kooyman, dba Pete Kooyman Trucking,' a California 
highway carrier operatin9 under authority of a radial carrier permit, 
.tr~rted prcperty at times in 19n and 1978 f~.~)~ais:ton_ Pur.inaCOTPanY, .. Doolan._._." __ 

.... . .... --'-- -''''-~P-----.'''--·--~'''-·-··-·-·~·· -~ .- --- ...... .... 

"~~i~.,:." ~~. ,~. ~~~.!~~:t:~_C<:>~w.:I).~~ "~;'J?,9r.a:ti~n._._In .. some_instances.· 
through judgmental errors and in others through. knowing" partie,ipatio,n 
in falsification of documentation and diversion of shipments~p;roperty 
was transported for less than applicable Minimum Rate Tariff 2 rates· 
and charges. 

Ralston Purina - undercharged $2$,&79.lS. Carrier 
rell.ed upon shipper to rate the traffic- and shipper 
in some instances made judgmental errors. The 
occurrence of a natural disaster complicated the 
computation of substantial portions o·f o·ther trans
portation.. Parties stipulated to undercharges .. 
Doolan Industries - undercharged $982 .. 15,. Carrier 
offered no- defense or rebllttal and respondent Doolan 
did not appear or answer. Staff· computations adopted~ 
Consolidated Container - undercharged $13,879 .. 52. 
consignee by subterfuge set up a false on-rail 
facade at one off-rail location; then induced carrier 
to participate in scheme to· falsify documentation 
to show consignment to first" location while'* ... 
actually diverting numerous shipments to another 
location off-rail, while applying alternate rail 
rates to all.. Respondents joined in obfuscatory 
tactics during investigation ana at hearing to- avoid 
consequences. 
Penalties - In all instances carrier is directed to 
collect undercharges. and is fined th.e amount of the 
undercharges under § 3800 of the Public Utilities (PO) 
Code. Carrier, considering the extent and persistence 
of his participation in the falsification scheme, 
is further penalized by having all his operating 
autho.ri.t.ies suspended for 20 daYS-under PO Code 
§ 377'4· and is direc"ted not to serve Consolidated" 
for anadditional period 'of three- months and to cease 
and desist from. future violations. 

Much of the decision is concerned with disposition of the 
many motions and objections raised by respondents Kooyman and 
Consolidated during the hearing process. 
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• 
OPINION 

Statement of Facts 
_ .. _. :2ete.J~ ~,_.an:lJ:xli.vid~~ :doing'business as Pete Kooyman'rrUcking,. .. ,... ... .. ,,~~~.. -, , .. , ."'- '''' ~ , . .-.-.. ' .. -.--- .... _ ... _--",._ ... 

. was enqaged in the business of transporting property for ~tion over the 
.,. ." ... "". n __ __....-__ "_." ••• _ .... _ •• '.,. __ ........ __ ,_,.' ... _ ... _ .. ., ... ___ .... __ •••• _ .. , ••••• ~_.'" ~ •• ,_ •• _ .. _cr ... ~u ........... 

public highways of this State under a certificate o·f public convenience 
and necessity as a highway common carrier issued January 28:, 1975 arid 
modified April 22, 1975, a radial highway common carrier permit issued 
February 1, 196-.0, and a dump truck permit issued May 27,. 1970. 

In October 1979 Kooyman maintained an. office and terminal 
in Stockton as well as other terminals at Pittsburg, Fontana, and, 
Wilmington. Employing 17 office personnel and 7 drivers as well 
as4 shop mechanics and 3 salesmen,. he operated 7 tractors,. 51 40-foot 
flatbed trailers,. and 8 40- to 48"-foot vans. A very substantial 
proportion of his hauling was· handled through subhaulers • 

• Kooyman subscribed to applicable tariffs, dis-tance tables, and : 
supplements Cas set forth in Exhibit 1 to this- proceeding).. For 
the year ending the first quarter of 1978,. Kooyman's gross revenues 
were $3,022,.400. 

• 

The Compliance and Enforcement Branch of the Transportation 
Division of the Commission exists to.help ensure that for-hire 
carriers (1) possess the requisite authority for the services. 

they are performing and (2) conduct their operatio·ns as pre-
scribed by' the PUblic Utilities (PU) Code and Commission rules. 

To secure compliance, its field personnel from time to time survey 
carriers' 'records and operations, spot-checking' for violations. Most 
violations can be informally resolved, but carriers who commit 
flagrant violations, or those with a history of repeated vio,lations, 
may be made the subject of orders instituting investigation (OIl) • 
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In the instant circumstance, staff asserts that a routine 
initial survey performed in January 1978 on Kooyman's records revealed 
what the staff investigator, Harald paasche!. ~ssc>ciate .... in-=.~E-:a~g.e._ ... _ ..... __ ..... . 
of the Stockton office, concluded were substantial discr~pancies in 
the rates and charges assessed various of the carrier "s larger accounts, 
includin9 Ralston Purina Company (Ralston), Doolan Industries, Ine. 
(Doolan), and Consolidated Container Corporation (Consolidated) ~!I " 

Accordingly the informal survey ripened into a formal order 
, . 

orr the Commission's own motion instituting investigation into: Kooymants 
operations, rates, charges, and practices. as they involved Ralston, 
Doola~and Consolidated - the instant OII. ~he scope was to include 
transportation services provided by Kooyman under his radial highway 
common carrier permit for (1) Ralston during the period October 11, 
1977 through April S, 1978-, (2) Doolan during the period February 28:, 

1978 th.rough March. 24, 1978, and (3) Consolidated dU'ring the period 
October S, 1977 through March IS, 1978·.. (The radial highway common. 
carrier at the time relevant here was a statuto-ry creature entitled 
to all the rights and privileges of a certificated highway common . 
carrier, provided it did not operate between fixed·points. Unlike 

1/ In the instance of Consolidated it was asserted by staff that a 
spur-track check routinely ordered by the investigator showed 
that Consolidated's Van Nuys Arminta Street facility was not on
rail although an on-rail a5surrption underlaid the a~· rates· appliea;: that· . 
there appeared-to be an unusually large number o·f signatoty individuals 
on the receiving end: that in some instances o,ther delivery 
addresses appeared to have been added to the shipping papers·; and 
finally, that an interview with a subhauler indicated that in 
some instances delivery migh.t have been made to destinations 
other than those of record • 
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the highway common carrier", however, it was no·t required to, 
publish a tariff but only to observe applicable minimum rate 
tariffs established by the Commission. Mostly it transported truck
load shipments on an '''on-call'· b.3si5, providing a service tailo-red 
to the business needs of truckload shippers. Radial highway common 
~arrier permits were phased out in 1979 (PO' Code 5106,3·.5)-

The formal investigation was to determine whether, as to' 
any of the ~espondents- Ralston, DOolan, or Consolidated" Kooyman had 
el:'l.arged less tl.'lan the minimum rates. set torth: in Minimum Rate Tariff:2 
(MRT 2) and its supplements, thereby violating PO' Code §§ 3664 

and 3737, and whether Ralston, OOolan, and Consolidated~ or 
any of them, paid less. than the applicable rates and charges for 
the transportation provided, and now. owe Kooyman anything. A 

further purpose was to determine whethe-r, as to respond'ent Consolidated, 

Kooyman had violated PO' Code 5§ 3667 and 3668: throuCih use of 
the device of false documentation and billing_ 

In the event violations.. as charged were found to· have 
occurred, a further purpose of the investigation was to determine: 

1. Whether lCooyman should be ordered to collect 
from the shipt>er or ship.i?ers involved the 
difference between th~ charg~s actu~lly 
collected and the charges properly due under 
the tariff; 

2. Whether Kooyman should be fined an amount 
equal to the amount of the und~rcharges under 
PU Cod~ 5§ 3800; 

3. Whether Kooyman should be ordered to, cease 
and desist from- any further violations; 

4. Whether, as a puni tive measure for the' 
transgressions, the operating autho·rity 
of Kooyman should be canceled, reVOked, or 
suspended, or in the alternative, a fine 
should be levied on Kooyman; and 
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5. Whether Consolidated violated PO Code § 36,6,9 
in obtaining transportation from Kooyman at 
rates and charges less than the applicable 
minimum rates and charges through the device 
of false documentation and billing-

A. duly noticed public hearing was· held before Administrative 
Law Judge (AIJ) John B. Weiss in San Francisco' in 1979 on October. 30 
and 31, and November 1, and in 1980 on January 15" 16, and ,17, and on 
March 11 and 12. Staff, Kooyman, and Consolidated appeared and fully 
participated. ,Ralston appeared by stipulation', and Doolan did' not 
appear .~/ The ma,tter was submitted May 12, 1980 .. 

The Ralston Stipulation: As a result of ongoing consultations 
between Kooyman, Ralston, and the staff, a stipulation was, reached 
pertaining to those issues involving the transportation Kooyman 
furnished Ralston during the period of the investigatio,n, and on 
the second day of hearing this ;stipulation was submitted to. the ALJ 

(and entered into the record as Exhibit 17) as the recommended basis 
for a decision on those issues.. In it the parties stipulated that 
transportation had been provided at rates less than the applicable 
minimum rates and charges :i:o violation of PU Code §§ 36&4 and 
3737, resulting in undercharges' of $25,689.15-. It was 
stipulated further that a fine in the amount of $25,68'9.15 should be 
paid by Kooyman, but that Kooyman should not be directed to collect 

2/ Notice was mailed to. Doolan t s address of record. However, Doolan, 
a Pennsylvania corporation, doing intrastate business in California, 
did not receive the notice, it being returned marked "not 
deliverable as addressed - unable'to forward~_ Service was there
upon made, in accordance with the p'rovisions o·f Sectio'n 2111 o,f 
the Corporations Code, upon the California Secretary of, State • 
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undercharges from Ralston for any transportation prior to the date of 
the stipulation other than that set forth in the stip~~ation .•. FinaJ.ly, 

_ ••• " __ r .... ~_._._·_ •• ____ " ....... _·_ ~,... -_ ..... _______ • ________ n ."" c< • ....- ... '"' ..... _ ... - .... 

the parties stipulated that.no false documentation or billing had been _._ ___ • __ - _ .. _ .... ,_ ..... _~ .• ,.L. ___ ~ ___ ~ __ .. _ ..... __ ._ •. --* --.~ . _ .. r ,...., -- ••• ~.. .- .... _ ........... _ ...... -'0-" •• ",_ ••• ___ .~, •• 

involved in any of the transportation at issuew (On November 27, 1979 . .. '... ," ... ~ ___ '.......... ., • ...-,_ ..•. _. t-".·_···~_· -.. ~.,- __ ,....... . ,., _~ ..... - ,-__ . 

Ralston paid the $2S·,679~lS fine to the Commission.) .. " - . -_ ...... ' -,-- -"' . _...... " .. ~ -'" - . ". . ........ 

At the hearing, in addition to participation in introduc.tion 
of the Ralston stipulation, staff, through its witness Paasche, 
introduced into evidence six exhibits related to- the Ralston shipments. 
Through them,. staff asserted,. and the exhibits tended to, show, that 
du~rin9 the peri'od involved in the Ralston portion of the investigation, 
Kooyman, in apparent violation of· PU Code §§ 36-6·4 and 3:737, had under
charged Ralston a total of $-8.7,&72 .. 04 for transportation.. (The 
difference between the a.."nount set forth in the- staff exhibits and' the 
amount in the stipulation should' be noted. t7nbeknownstto staff at'the 
ti~e its exhibits were prepared was the. fact that a natural disaster 
which occurred just before the transportation had been performed had 
resul ted in certain rail re-routings which changed the basis fo-r the 
rates and charges to be applied, substantially reducing the magnitude of 'the under-.. __ 
c.."lal:9e5 ascribable to a portion of the Ralston Shipments.) (See Discussion, p. 13'.)-" 

The Doolan Transportation: During the hearin9, a9ain through 
witness Paasche, staff introduced into evidence without objeetion 
two exhici ts by which staff asserted, and the exhi bi ts, tended to, show,.' 
that during the period set forth in the investi9ation order,. Kooyman,. 

in violation of PO: Code S5 366-4 and 3737,. undercharged Doolan a total 
of $982..15 for transportation. As stated earlier,. Doolan made no, 
appearance; and Kooyman, althou9h afforded opportunity to do- so as 
is evident by the duration of the hearin9,. produced no, witness o'r 
evidence to contest the staff evidence relative to the Doo-lan 
transportation. (See Discussion, p. la.) 
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The Consolidated Transportation: To lay a documentary 
foundation for its charges against Kooyman and Consolidated,. staff 
at the beginning of the hearing introduced two exhibits related to 
the Consolidated shipments. Through them, staff asserted, and the 
exhibits tended to show, that 'during the period involved in the 
Consolidated portion of the investigation, Kooyman.,. in apparent 
violation of PO' Code §§ 36,64 and 3737, had undercharged Consolidated 
a total of $13,879.52 for transportation. 

One o'f these two exhibits, Exhibi t 6, is a bound volume 
containing 26 parts- Each part pertained to a suspect Kooyman freight 
bill/invoice and included the supporting bill of lading as well as 
the load tallies,and delivery tags covering each delivery. All the 
documents purported to show delivery to Consolidated's· Van Nuys ' 
Arminta Street facility, and each invoice showed application of a 
60 cents per 100 pound rate, allegedly a n~otiated rate slightly in 
excess 0·£ what was then the applicable alternative' rail rate, if 

one was indeed applicable to that facility. 
However, apart from the strictly documentary matter, each 

part to Exhibit 6 also contained a narrative. Some of these- narratives 
referred to alleged interviews with the respective subhaulers,; inter
views in which Paasche assertedly had been informed that numerous 
shipment's were' in fact delivered to a location 'o,ther than that 
indicated by the documents_ 

Kooyman-Consolidated Hearsay Objeetion: Both. defendants 
vigorously objected to admission of these purely hearsay narratives, 
pointing out that potentially substantial punitive sanctions were 
involved in the proceeding and noting that in an OIl proceeding staff 
has the burden of proving defendants· guilty. In consideration of 
the quasi-eriminal nature of an enforcement proceeding,. involving 
the possibility of severe punitive fines and/or cancellation, 
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revocation, or suspension of an operating permit for Kooyman, as 
well as a potential punitive fine for Consolidated, the AI.J ruled 
that the narrative portion: accompanying each. individual part to 
Exhibit & would be admissible only to the extent the alle9ations 
made were, subseque_ntly corroborated by direct testimony of 

,... " ••• - .• , •••• _- - - ........ +- ~ • ,.. • ,'on "'._. "".,. •• __ .,. ._,. ~ "._, ,- ,,--- ._,-,. 

p~rcipient witnesses. Subsequently, staff introduced testimony from 
four subpenaed subhaulers (Brock,. Keathley, Leslie,. and March.io) and 
two subpenaed independent contractors. (the Raders-),. affiliated with . . 
COnsolidated, for partially corroborative purposes. (See Discussion, p .. 19.) 

..... .. ,- . "-"-'--' -, .- ,- . "- -. 

Consolidated's Jurisdictional Objection: At the outset 
of the hearing Consolidated also posed an obj ection to the Commission's 
assumption of jurisdiction of the issue of Consolidated's- on- or off- . 
rail status, basing its objection on constitutional grounds. to' the 

point that assertedly the entire rail rate structure unfairly 
discriminates against shippers who may be off rail. Both staff and 
Consolidated requested opportunity to brief the subjeet. ~~ 

avoid delayin9, the' hearing, .. th~ ALJ took ,the"~objection unde-,r 
submission, to be ruled upon as. part of the ultimate decision. 

However, on the last day of hearing, following off and on 
the record comment by the parties of the limitations imposed 
upon the Commission by Section 3.5 of Article III of the', 
california constitution,~/ Con~~lidated withdrew its- initial 
obj eetion only -to replace it 'wi th ,. an amended obj ection' that the 
Commission should not assume jurisdiction in this matter at all. 
If we did, it should be to dismiss the charges against Consolidated 
because,. accordi~9 to Consolidated,. based upon the evidence adduced 

2/ ~etion 3.S of Article' III of the Califo'rnia Constitu,tion, adopted 
on June 6, 1978, provides, that an. administrative agency such a.s 
this Commission has no power to declare a statute unenforceable~ 
or unconstitutional • 
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during the proceeding, the rail rate structure, including the alternative 
rail rate structure, has been unconstitutionally applied to Consolidated. 
as a shipper with resulting violation of procedural and substantive 
due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment& of the' Onit~d 
States Constitution, and/or parallel provisions. of the California 
Constitution,. namely, Article 1, Section 13. 

Consolidated alleges that the thrust and content of the 
evidence goes to show that an unfair burden was imposed, upon Consolidated . ., 
by staff's conduct in the way staff regulated,'investigated, and applied 
its interpretation cf the rail rate structure to Consolidated in the 
period from 1972 to the bearing,.. all resulting in an unfair imp~iment 
to Consolidated's rights to tr"-vel,, both' intrastate and inters.tate, 
thereby imposing an impermissible burden upon commerce within 
california and among the several states.!/ 

The specific testimony and evidence relied upon by 
Consolidated to provide a foundation for its. j\lrisdicti~nal o?5~tion 
was entered by witnesses James· MorriS,. a staff transportation . 

As is evident from the length of this proceeding, one almost 
entirely devoted to the charges involving Consolidated, it was a 
bitterly contested matter, this despite the relatively small 
amount of alleged Consolidated undercharges - $13:',8:79.52. Both 
during the hearing and on brief it was asserted that there is 

, more involved than meets the ~ye;- that var ious threads of evidence 
eoalesce.atld serve to create a persistent subliminal inference 
that some form of personal vendetta permeates this inves,tigation; 
that it was instituted somehow as a consequence of a Consolidated 
switch back to Kooyman from Conti Trucking... There was testimony 
that this switch was made in the face of threats of lo'ss of on
rail status by a gentleman who erstwh.ile was traffic manager for 
U ... S .. Steel Company (consignor of this shipment), but mo,re recently 
appears cast as a sales agent soliciting traffic for Conti 
Trucking.. The inference was that as· long as Conti TrUCking 
handled the traffic it flowed on an on-rail basis without inter
ference from staff. Woven into this fabric is testimony that a 
member of the Stockton o·ffice staff appeared at an industry meeting 
in the guise of an associate of Conti Trucking. 
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• analyst_ inthe.C~~ssJ9~'_~.~P~n.~_ra.:ma._Ci.~y". ~~~ic~.,_. ~~~Y~Y: __ .. ~~<:i,: 
a retired Southern Pacific Transportation Company (Sp·) traffic 

......... .... •• " , ._ ... ~ .... ~ __ , __ .... ___ ......... _ ......... ___ .... _., __ ., ... '0-. _n'--",_ ..... _ .•.•. __ . __ .•• __ •• _. __ .-... .... _,,, .......... __ .-......... ... "" 

.... representat_i~e.,~bert_M.e)J~~_o_~_J?r.e.~-i~en_t ,?f. __ b~:t~ .5=~ns.o.lidate~ and. 
a sis_ter_firm, __ F.a~ri_c.at~r_s_,_KOO~a:.~, __ ~nd._~a.~_s~?~_. __ (~~~~~l.~~ __ .~.Y: _ . ___ . ... --' 
Consolidated as' an adverse witness under Evidence Code S· 77&.) .... _ .. __ 

-, . , ........... -.~ -, ... -,",-,.'--" .....-.-,- ...... -----......................... ----..... ~..... "._. - .... -----~-- ...... -'. ... -.-.... "---- .......... ---~,~----

A9ain, the. ALJ ~_~~ 'c?e .. ~~jec.ti~~ __ t~j_~F~~dic~.i~~.l'l ~?c!e_r--... ~_ 
submission to· be ruled upon. as part of the ultimate decision; the 
parties being directe<l to include the issue in their respective 
po.st-hearing briefs. (See Discussion, p. 2l.) ... 

Consolidated "s "'Fruit of the Poisoned Tree" Objection: 
Early in the hearin9 while staff was providing a foundation for 

its documentary exhibits pertaining to Consolidated'" having called 
Paasche as a witness to testify concerning. his actions and observations 
while making inspections at the Van Nuyst Arminta Street Consolidated 
facility and the Sun Valley Bradley Street Fabricators facility: (all 

• relating to the- on- or off-rail status o~ Consolidated.) , Consol~dated 
entered a motion to- suppress Paasche's testimony"on the basis that .' .. ,. 

• 

his observations were the fruit of an illegal search in that he had 
entered upon the properties of Consolidated- and Fabricators without 
a search warrant or an invitation. This objection subsequently was 
broadened to include Paasche'~ testimony with respect to the Morris 
observations and spur track report of 1978. 

In denying the motion to suppress, the ALJ, while no-ting 
recent extensions in California o·f the supp-ression doctrine to, 
proceedings involving administrative agencies,. concluded' that it 
would be inappropriate to apply it in the instant proceeding in that 
a trespass had not been proven and that" there- could have- been no· 
subjeetive expectation of privacy in the area at issue because that 
area was readily and clearly visible- from a road open to· the- public 
use. (The full text of the ALJ's ruling appears in Appendix A o·f 
this decision.) 
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The Kooyman-Consolidated Motion to Dismiss Due- to Alleged 
P1:ejudicialMisconduct of 'StaffCouns'e-l:: On November 1,. 1979,. 

during _th_~_.~~u;rs~ of_ h~ar.~~g. and._~sJ:~art ,c>f it,s .case i..~,._~~ie_~,,_ . 
Consolidated called Rood,.' a retired SP traffic representative as a 

key witness. Rood provided extensive testimony intended to, substantiate 
Consolidated's claim that it was on rail. At the end of the sixth day 

of hearing on January 17, 19aO, Consolidated's case in chief and the 
cross-examination on it., were completed, and the hearing' was recessed 
until March ll'" 1980 at which time respondent Kooyman w-asschedu1ed to. 
present his defense. 

At approximately 5 p.m .• , Monday, March 10,. 1980, staff 
counsel telephoned witness Rood at his Los Ang'eles home to. ask whether 
Food had thought over his testin'o~y of the previous November and wanted to change· 
or add to it. COunsel told lb:ld that counsel had been in .touCh with. the vice president 
~chasing aqent of the ~ .00000er,. Dean VOtruba,. and that contrary to ~ 'so 
previous testimony, Votruba had denied ever giving Rood"s permission 
to use the spur track. for Consolidated. When Rood stated he stood 
on his testimony, counsel then asked' if Rood were go,iog to. appear in 
court again. He was told that Rood did not plan on it .. 2/ Immediately 
after counsel's call, Rood telephoned counsel for Conso'lidated to 
convey his displeasure over the matter. 

The next morning, March 11, 1980, when hearing resumed, 
both Kooyman and Consolidated moved to dismiss the investigation, 
alleging prejudicial misconduct of. staff counsel~. In addition, 

Subsequently Rood testified that following his November 1979 
testimony he had been on a standby basis for both Consolidated 

'and Kooyman. Rood was later called on March 12, 1980 by KooYIIlan 
when his turn came to present his defense.. There Rood. tes·tified 
at length concerning the function of rail spikes in general, 
and in particular the use .of a rail spike in the' spur at issue 
in this proceeding. 
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• 
Consolieated asserted, 'as further grounds for dismissal, that: 

.. ., - _.. --. -~ . , .. ,.- - .....' . , .... -, . - . 

(1) Staff had violated the discovery provisions of the Code of ._ 
••• .- - "- •••• __ •• _._ •• _ ••••• -0. " _. __ ._._.., ... _ .... ______ • __ ~ _ _n.___ - __ • 

. Civil, Pl;ocedur;e as __ ~ey applY,t"-,, 9.~F:~~_i t,i~?-~ _ ~l_i~_~:tl:in~~~-

• 

• 

telephone inquiry to an ex parte deposition of a witness. re<;arding 
testimony that he had rendered which might provide material t~ 
prepare a rebuttal case)~ (2) S,taff had tampered with a witness trying 
to get him to alter or change testimony previously- given: and (3). Staff 
had intimidated the witness. 

, . 
The ALJ, noting that a motion to dismiss, affecting as it 

does the final disposition. of a proceeding, is a motion under these 
circumstances reserved to the Commission, took the motion under 
submission to be treated in the deeision on the ease. The parties 
wer'e p-rovided and took the opportuni.ty to, brief the' issue~ (Se~ 

Discussion, p. 33.) 

Consolidated-Fabricators-Sun Valley Stipulation: On the 
first day of hearing, October 30, I979, staff,. Kooyman" and Consolidated 
entered a stipulation (Exhibit 19) wherein,. inter alia,. the-. parties 
stipulated that the Consolidated-Fabricators premises located on 
Bradley- Street in Sun Valley were off-rail for the 'purposes of the 

minimum rate tariffs. 
At'different times as the hearing progressed, in addition 

to those previously named, staff and Kooyman called other witnesses, 
and all three parties introduced numerous exhibits pertaining to the 
various issues. Staff also called Elwin !.. Newkirk, .president o,f 
~er lJJmber Co.(Chandlerr~ WoodiOw J .. Bonold, assistant manager"o:f the SPcontract 
department, and Morris, a staff transportation analys,t. Kooyman also, 
called James A .. Kooyman (J .. Kooyman), traffic manag~r, and Robert t,·. 

McCulloch, terminal manager and disp.atcher for the respondent 
firm, and Ronald D~- Davis, consultant 'on transportationmatters.w' 

Following 'the~heaiin9','the'-OtI"was' submitted on' May 12";-198:0,'- ' 

after reeei?t-'-ofpos,t~hear'ing brie'fs. from staff',,'-Kooyman;'-ancl'" 

conSOlidated • 
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Discussion 
The Ralston Tr'ansportation: Th.e siX' exhibi ts introduced 

by staff relating to this transportation included four bound volumes 
and two folders. Three of the bound volumes and one folder pertained 
to bundles of, t~~ ~ p~~te _~?d. ~.ins_~; _, ~.;~~~; . tun~ ... tr~~sported. .. " . _ .' ,· __ .. __ M •••• ___ • 

by Kooyman for the Van Camp Sea Food Company (Van Camp), a division of 
Ralston... The remain.inq bound volume and folder pertained to- eases. . 
of canned goods transported for ~lston by Koo~_Cl.n .. 

The o.ound volumes; apart from attachments' and general notes', 
were divided into. parts, 131 parts covering Van Camp shipments and 
14 parts covering Ralston shipments. Each part pertains to· a sus~ct 
Kooyman freight bill/invoice, and includes supporti'ng' Van. Camp or 
Ralston bills of lading as well as delivery tags. 

The folders, apart from introductory and reference material, 
included separate page parts corresponding to the parts in the bound 
volumes .. Each separate page part presented a comparison of the. rates 

, , 

and charges (1) as calculated by and actually collected fer that 
shipment by Kooyman, contrasted with (2) the legal minimum rate 
charges and surcharges which should have been collected for the trans
portation, as calculated by the staff. The staff calculations purported 
to show undercharges in the total amount of S83,308·.43 (tin p·late 
$78,268.52 and frozen fish $5-,539.91) fo·r the Van Camp shipments, 
and $4,063.61 for the Ralston ·shipments. In all, the undercharges 
originally asserted by the staff relative to Ralston totaled $87,8:72.04. 

The submission of the stipulation adopted by our staff,: 
Kooyman, and Ralston (Exhibit 17) makes· it unnecessary that we weigb. 
and analyze all the evidence presented. The parties, accept that the 
frozen fish and canned goods were shipped at les·s than applicable 
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:tU.nl.mum rates and charges in violation of PO' Code 5S 3.664 and 3737.2/ 
A different situation pertains to the tin plate shipments.. The 
stipulation amount is essentially a eomp'romise. It was, learned prior 
to the hearing that the· rail t'raffic upon which the alternate rates. 
were assessed, as the consequence o,f a tropical storm disaster~ had 
actually been rerouted through California during the period in is.sue .2/ 
Rather than take the time and expend the considerable effort which would 
be required to obtain a conclusive determination, the parties merely 
s~i?ulated a cOmpromise rate~ and accepted that this transportation 
too had been performed at less than applicable minimum rates. and 
charges in violation of PU Code 5S 3664 and 3737. The parties went 
on to further stipulate that no false documentation o'r billi.ng had 

if 

21 

The frozen fish shi.pments had been rated t~exemp,tll" as fish coming 
in from overseas. However, the fish in issue had been in storage 
after receipt from overseas and this transportation was actually 
a stock transfer between canneries~ and therefore was ratable 
with a rail rate appropriate for the respective minimum weights 
under Item 20070, pacific Southeoast Freight Bureau Freight 
Tariff 300-B (~lifornia commodities). The canned goods shipment 
viola tions appeared to have been caused by the. shipper and '. 
carrier applying an alternative application rail rate with split 
deliveries when the rail tariffs provided no· route. With minor 
exceptions, staff applied rail rates with appropriate minimum 
weights from Item 10428 or Item 19740,. Pacific Southcoast Freight 
Bureau' Freight Tariff 300-B" and appropriate stop' in transit 
charges, unloading charges, and in nine instances, a rate fo·r 
constructive miles from MRT' 2. 

The tin plate bundles had been assessed what appeared to be a 
rail rate not applicable on intrastate traffic,. one which 
apparently was derived from normal routing through Mexico- on 
the san Diego, and Arizona Eastern Railway between El Centro, 
and San Diego (and therefore interstate between these po·ints 
and not a common carrier rate as defined in Item 10,. MRZ 2, 
and not to be used in the alternative' application of rail rates 
for the traffic at issue (see Pellco Trucking (1979) 8:4 CPOC 28). 
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been involved, and that Kooyman should pay a fine of $2$,689· ... 15 ,~/ 
but should not be directed to collect undercharges from Ralston 
for any' transportation which occurred prior to· the date of the 
stipul.ation other than that described' above. 

In the instant situation the stipulated undercharges 
ascribable to the canned goods. andfro%en fish are supported by 
substantial evidence on the record.. With respect to· the- tin plate', 
'the computation evidence is less tho·rough. However,. conSidering 
.the emergencY. nature of the situation at the time~ and·,tne single 
period circu."TlStance applicable, we agree that it is juS:t not in 
the public interest to expend the time and expense necessary to 
obtolin a eonclusive determination, and we will adopt the stipulated 
amount. Onder the proviSions of PO' Code S 38:00, the- Commission will 
order imposition of a- $25,679.15 fine upon Kooyman and will require 

9/ -
Kooyman to collect these- undereharges.-

The stipulation did not mention or provide for a punitive 
fine or alternative penalty as could be imposed under PO' Code-
~ 3774~ Sec.tion_3774 provides that for stated o·ffens.es; 

!/ 

2/ 

The addition in the stipulation is in error. :t'he three 
components. add to $25,679.15, not $·25,689.150. 
The shipments whieh are the subject of this. p·roeeeding were 
transported during periods in 1977 and 1978; for the respective 
shippers by Kooyman under the authority of his radial highway 
common carrier permit. Concern was expressed durlng the hearing 
over possible statute of limitation eonsiderations which might 
be applicable should Ralston, Doo~n, and Consolidated decline 
voluntarily to pay undercharges if such were found. We would 
remind respondents and s.taff that the statute of limitations 
applicable to. the efforts of ~ermitted carriers. to collect 
undercharges is that set fort l.n pc; Code s 3671,. and that the 
time from which the cause of action accrues under § 3-671 is 
the effective date of the Commission decision finding under
charges, and not the date of the delivery or tender of delivery 
(Investigation of Mark A. Woods, Decision ,('1>.:0() 9225$ dated 
Sep1:ember 16, .1980 l.n. Case (C.) ,10030; Investigation of Newman 
Trucking Co., .0 .. 93647 dated October 20, 1980 In OIl 47). 
On November 27, 1979 Ralston paid its $25-,679 .. 15· ur'ldereharge 
fine in full. 
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including (as relevent here) violations of any rule, regulation, or 
requirement of the Commission, or provisions of the- Code, the 
commission may cancel, revoke, or suspend the operating permit of an 
offending carrier, or in the alternative impose' a fine not to exceed 
$S~OOO. This punitive section is intended to punish for past wrong
doing and to deter similar wrongdoing in the future. In public 
utility regulato~ matters, protection of the public interest is a 
fundamental obligation and duty of this Commission. I:Iere~ the 

, 

stipulation by ·its silence on the issue provides for no· § 3774 
punishment to be imposed. We recognize that at law stipulations 
are agreements between the parties signing them, and, as loog as. they 
are within the authority of the attorneys, are binding upon the 
sig'natory parties, and unless contrary to law or policy, are' also 
binding upon the forum (Glade v Superior Court (1978) 76- CA 3d 738:, 
744). But in, public utility enforcement matters, the setting o·f or 
amount of a fine, or the decision whether to impose either: a punitive 
fine or an alternate measure as punishment, is a responsibility 
reserved to the Commission. While it is entirely proper to accept, 
stipulations of counsel which appear to have been made advisedly and, 
after due consideration of the facts, the forum cannot "surrender its 
duty to see that the judgment 'to be entered is a just one: nor i.s 
the forum to act as. a mere puppet in the matter (City of Los Angeles 
v Harper (1935) 8 Ck 2d 552, SSS). In summary, the parties in an 
enforcement proceeding cannot, by means'of a stipulation, ous.t the 
Commission of the jurisdiction given exclusively to· it by the Code. 
Nor can the commission ignore the issue. , . 

While intent is no·t an element in determining, 
whether noncompliance with tariff provisions has resulted in a Code 
violation, in measuring the penal ty' to-:-"be- impos-ed· where there has 
been a violation, the Commission does consider the question o·f 
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willfulness with respect to the stringency of the penal~y t~ be 
assessed (Progressive Transportation Co.:, (1961) 58 Cl?UC 462). 

In the instant proceeding, with reference to the Ralston 
shipments, the parties stipulated that no fals·e document.:ltion or 
billing had been involved~ The undercharges arose out of applieation 
of wrong rates .:lnd charges. But as we examine the evidence to 
determine whether there has been culpable conduct, we observe that 
permeating the record there is the strong inference that interpreta
tion of the tariff to determine what rates and charges should have 
been applied appe.:ll"S to have been l.:lrgely left up to Ralston's traffic 
personnel. R.:llston's Thompson ",nd Mueller .:lppear to have made the 
decisions, with Kooyman being content to .:lbide by their interpreta
tions. The errors appear to have been judgme~tal, but it i~ obvious 

• that the carrier did not do his job.. The carrier, not the shipper, 
has the prime duty of ascertaining the .:Ipplicable rate to, be charged, 

and it cannot be relieved of this bur~en by relying upon information 
supplied by the shippe:r: (Dec Smith Trucking Co .. (1966) 66 CPOC 343) .. 
Ignorance cannot continue to excuse the carrier.. We take official 
notice of the fact th.:lt in C.9422, .:l 1973 matter, Kooyman in his 

• 

defense pleaded reliance upon another shipper as the cause for the~ 

resulting undercharges, and in mitigation stated that he had acquired 
th~ services of an experienced rate clerk and had also r~tain~d the 
services of .:l traffic consultant to audit his bills.. Here, as there, 
we found no intent to evade the tariff provisions, but we do serve 
notice that while in this instance we will assess no § 3774 punitive 
penalty for the Ralston shipments, in the future we will not accep~ 
the excuse of reliance upon the shipper'for r.:ltes and ch.:lrgcs 
determinations. 
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The 'Doolan Transportation: ,The two exhibits introduced 
by staff relating to this transportation were a bound: volume an~' a 
foloer.. The bound volume, apart from gener,al 'notes,. was divided 
into three parts,. each ~rtaining to a suspect Kooyman freight bill/ 
invoice supported by Kaiser Steel or u.s .. Steel load tallies. and 
Doolan bills of lading.. The folder, apart from introductory and 
reference material, included separate page parts corresponding to 
the parts in the bound volume.. Each separate page' part p.resents a 
comparison of t.he rates and charges (1) as, calculated: by and actually' 
collected for that shipment by Kooyman, contrasted with (2) the 
legal minimum rate charges and surcharges which should have- been 
eolleeted for the transportation, as calculated by staff. The 
sta·£f calculations purported to show undercharg,es' in' the total amount 

, ' 

of $982 .. 15 for these shipments of bundles of plate or sheet steel .. 
The staff evidence of these undercharges not having been 

addressed or rebutted by Kooyman at the hearing, and no appeara;tce 
or answer having been entered by Doolan~ we conclude that in fact 
the undercharges were incurred. Accordingly, under PO' Code S 38,0,0, 
the Commission will order imposition of a $982.15- fine upon Kooyman,. 
and also order Kooyman to collect from respondent Doolan the $98;2.15, 
difference between the charges collected and the charges due under 
the respective tariff provisions set forth in the staff evidence.!.Q/ 

Turning next to the question whether, under'provisions, of 
PO Code S 3774, the Commission should also either cancel, revoke-,. 
or suspend Kooymar .. 's permit for the violations, or' in the alternative 
impose a puni ti ve fine, we note the absence from the reco'rd pertaining 
to the Doolan transportation of any evidence which would materially 
assist us in determining whether there had been willful misconduct 

" , .. , .... 

10/ see footnote, 9, supra • 
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involved. Available only is information identifying and describing 
three shipments involving undercharges, but· nothing. more. Absent 
some evidence which would support a reasonable finding of willful 

. misconduct. related t~ these shipments, we will not impose a pu~i~~ve 

.
pen.a. 1 ty. . ...... ;. '. ~ :;"- .-.. -.-----.".~-.:-::-.- .-....... '.-,-_.... . .. ~ -~ ._,--_ .... ,. __ .. ,. .. 

•• _.. ._ ...... r" _ __ , .......... ___ ~ ............. ,n-" __ '''_ '_~' __ ' •••• "._" .c~~ .... . 

The 'Consolidated 'Transportati'on: As noted earlier,. during 
the course of the hearing our ALJ, in response to the Kooyman
Consolidated jOint objection on grounds of "Inadmissible aearsa~~ to 
the admission i.nto evidence of the narrative portions to' the individual 
parts of Exhibit 6, ruled that these narratives would be admissible 
only to tbe extent that the allegations which ... wer.e purely_ ." .... " " " ...... __ ,.,,_ .. ~ .... 
hearsay were subsequently corroborated by direct testimony of percipient 
witness~s. Given the quasi-crin;tinal nature of this enforcement pro~eeding, 
invol ving as it doe,S the possibility of severe puni ti ve fines and/or 
cancellation, revoeation, or suspension of Kooyman's operating authority, 

• and the then present possibility of misdemeanor findin9~ with attendant 
potential fines and/or imprisonment for Consolidated or its· president,. 
or other penalties, we adopt the ruling of the ALJ as our own. 

'. 

Continuing, in response t~ Consolidated's "'Fruit of the 
Poisoned Tree" objection to admission of Paasche's testimony (and by 

inference that of Morris.), and its accompanying motion to. suppress, 
the ALJ dU'ring the course of the hearing denied the objection and 
refused the motion to suppress (see Appendix. A to this decision fox:: 
the text of this ruling). 'rhe motion was based on the. testimony of 
Paasche, Morris, and Melideo relevant to the field site visits.. 

Paasche, relevant to this objection, testified to-ordering. 
a spur track report from Morris in the- Panorama City office to check 
the on-rail status asserted by Consolidated and that later he had 
followed this up- in April with his own site visit.. He described 
how in April while en route to-the-Van' Camp· -facili ty in . san Oiego~" 
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~.. . ... 

and after seeing Morris' report,. he had stopped off in Van'Nuys and 
had driven around the Consolidated Arminta St,reet facility to the' rear 
on Cabrito Street,: a public· road pa'ral~eled by railroad tracks' and 
a drainage canal, ana from outside the rear' 'gates of the various . 
properties opening to Cabrito Street, he had observed the physical 
layout of the Chandler spur.. Paasche' also described his "somewhat 
antagonistic confrontation" in June 1978 with Melideo when he visited 
Consolidated again. On this 'latter visit Paasche believed he had 
jU,st talked to·, the front desk receptionist, givin9 her his POC business . 
card. On 'that occasion. Melideo told h~m that a POC man, had been on 
Consolidated property without Melideo,'s permission and that someone' 
was out to get him. 

Morris testified that after receivin9 the 1978 spur track 
survey request from Paasche,· he made a routine si te survey visit to- :,:~ 

the Arminta Street facility in Van Nuys before preparin9 the report 
he sen~ to, Paasche. In preparing. his report he had recourse too, and 
had used a map and decision excerpt taken from his, local spur check
book. Except for the addition of two street names to the earlier 
:nap-, the map he sent with his new repor't was the same as the ' 
earlier 1972 map found in th~_ spu:i~heckbook.,', Morris, told",: .. , -, "-
of gairiinq- access to, the prop-e-rty' th£6ugh a" receptionist,.-'be'in9'-' "'----,-'

taken througn to the rear and shown a large chain link fence in the 
rear yard identified for him as being the property line. He testified 
to having reviewed the spur and switch,. to' how he asce'rtained who. the 
spur track. owners were,. and to his procedure in preparing the report 
then sent on to Paasche. He further described how he was subse-
quently asked to do a report on the Sun Valley Bradley Avenue facility 
and told of his contact. there with employee Ricardo Vasquez, under-
stood to be a foreman,. who, showed him the fenced-in property line of 
that facility .. 
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Xelidco, rel~vant to this objection and motion to suppress, 
testified that his employees had told him that ~ PUC person had been 
upon both his Aminta and Bradley properties without his permiSSion. 
and that therefore he was not receptive when Pac'lsche arrived s.hortly 
after, being resentful (in view of Patton's earlier threats while 
with Conti Trucking) that there were app.:trently investigations going 
on about hi::l and that he had not been notified. He testified that on 
both locations he had numerous sig:ns in both English and Spanish 
pos~ed against trespassing. that no one was d~legated authority to 
give permiSSion to enter when he was unavailable. and that his 
employees would not even consider doing it without his permission. 
Finally. he testified that Ricardo Vasquez. apart from te'chnical 
matters. has "some difficulty in understanding English.1t 

i~e have reviewed 'the .AJ..J' s ruling and the· tes.timony regarding /'" 
this obj ection and motion to suppress.. We conclude ti:tat theALJ, was "., 
correct in h~S result. n~mel:. that no evidence need be suppres.sed. ./ 
As the .AJ..J dl.scusses. the eVl.dcnce requcs ted to be suppresse:d .was, ..... ..."" 
obtained either from the Commission cm.ployees making observ3.tion~ from 
public streets or on the property of the Southern Pacific 'Iransportatioy 
Company. where they had ~ right to be. <or pursuant to va~,;'dly'_,o.p_~_a~ned 
consent from Consolidated cmployces to enter Consolidated's properties 
accompanicd by Con.so1idated employees. No convincing demons'tra'tion Of. / 
tresp3.ss or viol3.tion of a rC3sonable expectation of privacy_ has ,been mad&. 

The Commission adopts the RJ..J ruling as its own to the extent 
the ALJ discusses the facts involvcd and determines that~ by reason of 
plain view and consent. application of the exclusionary rule is 
unnecessary. Other than as to thcse matters there is no need to adopt 
the ALJ's ruling and we do not do so. 

Before we can proceed to the substantive issues involved 
in thc invcstigation involving thc Consolidated transportation .. we must 
also resolve the remaining objections and motions to dismiss which 
were entered by the attorneys for Kooyman and/or Consolida1:cd •. These 
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objections and motions, involving as they do, proposed final disposi
tions of the OII. were properly taken under submission and reserved for 
our disposition by the PJ..J. Our disposition of each of these follOws: 

Consolid~ted's Jurisdictional Objection~ We are asked 
either not to assert jurisdiction or to dismiss the charges against 
Consolidated because. it is ass·crted. the evidence introduced shows 
that the rail rate structu~e. including the alternative rail rate 

-21a-
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. .... . . 

structure, has been unconstitutionally' applied' to Consolidated in 
this proceeding as a shipper; that· Consolidated is here faced with 
charges because of' a· report th'atPaasche kept in his· desk for eight 
years, ~ereby denying Consolidated its constitutionally guaranteed 
procedu~'al opportunity to have been advised or confronted during a~ 
investigatory process which, really commencecl in 1972. 

Consolidated's objection apparently stems from its view 
that the entire OIl as it pertains to Consolidated ~really a de minimis 
shipper account· when considered in comparison to- Kooyman's overall 
volume) was somehow grounded in the malevolent conduct of.certain members of 
the staff of the Commission's' Sto~kton office.!!1 Consolidated 
considers that Paasche's conclusion that the' Consolidated Van Nuys. 
Arminta Street facility is off-rail - the foundation upon which the 
undercharge allegations must stand or fall - i~ derived from a 
contrived 1978" update of a 1972. spur track repo·rt in ano-ther investi
gation which had found Consolidated's facility to be off-rail; but 
that this 1972 report had been strangely but conveniently retained 
in Paascbe's file for years,. only to be suddenly and artfully updated 
for use in a contrived spot-check of this minuscule portion of 
Kooyman's total operations after Consolidated switched to- Kooyman, 
away from Conti Trucking, a common carrier with a,good friend on 
the Stockton office staff. The investigation, it is asserted, is 
therefore actually based upon this carefully nurtured and harbo-red 
1972 report, the content of which. Paasche denied any responsibility 
earlier to communicate to Consolidated. In effect, therefore, staff 
allegedly is using a nontestifying accuser in bringing the OIl charges 
against Consolidated, denying Consolidated its procedural due process 
right to be confronted with an" accusato·ry piece o-f evidence' at the 
time the evidence became available, and creating an entrapment 
situation • 

• 111 See footnote 4, supra. 
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_ . G~r_mane to this _obj ection, witnesses testified as follows: 
Morris, as stated 'earlier, te'stified pertaining to' the 

routine spur track report he had prepa-red for: paasch:e,. describing his 

site visits and the updating of an earl:ier 1972 spur track report 

on Conso,lidated to arrive at the same conclusion as ,in 1972,. namely, 

that Consolidated's Arminta Street facility was off-rail. Morris. 

testified that he had notified no one at Consolidated of his 
conclusion that the'Arminta Street facility was off~rail. 

Paascbe, relevant to the grounds o,f the objection, testified 
that·after a routine file check of Stockton area carriers based-on 

time since last checking and SUbstantial volume, Kooyman had been 

sel,ected for this survey _ He testified that after sampling from 

the larger accounts, abstracts were taken, and rated if truck rates 
were involved, or sent on to rate analysis if rail rates were involved. 
When discrepancies were found, subhaulers, were interviewed. Paasche 

asked Morris for a spur track report to check the asserted on-rail 
, . 

status, and followed this up with a personal inves,tigation of the 

site as well as interviews- with the spur owner o,f one spur and S]?

management.. He found that the spur track was "'spiked" at the- switch. 

He testified that he was told by SP that, since there was no third-party 
agreement,.!~/ the railroad would not spot cars there for Conso,lidated .. 

-. . . .. , ...... , . " .. " ........ " , ... , • 't .•.•.•.• 1 ., ••• , , 

g/ A third-party agreement (officially termed "Agreement fo-r' Use of 
Industrial Track by ':third Party"') ,accordin9 to· Hono,ld, 
assistant manaser.' of SP'. s contract department who testified fo·r 
staff, essentially exists to protect the railroad from 

-ila'bl.Yfty.. According to -HOnOlcl; it- is -and was SP's 
policy. to always require a third-party -as 'reement before any third
party is authorl.zed to use a spur track connected to· the SF
system, but owned and operated by anothe-rparty ... Honold testified 
that it is contrary to S1>' s policy for any informal "private'" 
arrangements to be made, although he suppo-sed they did, occur • 
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He testified he had been -told by Chandler ··s president that Chandler 
had no agreement to let Consolidated use-itS' spur. From this he 
concluded' that Consolidated was· off-rail. He did' not. check with 
McDonald Brothers, the. co-owner of' the spur~ 

Wi th. regard to the-- 1972 spur 'track report, Paasche testified 
that it was but one of about 50 ordered in C.9422, an earlier enfo'ree
ment ma~ter involving Kooyman undercharges.lll He stated that after' 
writing up his 1972 formal report in that matter, instead of returning 

, , 

tlIe spur report- to the Stockton office spur checkbook,. he had 
apparently left it among his notes in his files and that. i't had 
remained there from 1972 through the start of the instant OII until 
midway through the hearing in this matter when he came across it 
again while making a general file search for anything pertaining to, 
carriers Kooyman, Teresi 'l'rucking (Teresi), and COnti TruekiIlg,. as ordered ~~tto- a···· 
oroad discovery request contained in a subpena duces tecum served on 
the staff by Consolidated. Paasche readily conceded that he had not 
advised· Consolidated i:1. 1972 of its off-rail statu.s,. stating that it 
is not the'policy of the Compliance and Enforcement Branch of the . 
Commission to notify shippers that they may be off-rail when such 
information comes to the attention of staff. 

~, retired SF freight solicitor, tes.tified to having 
in the early 1950s arranged on a trial' basis for a third-party, 
Lane & co.; (-Lane), to spot a ear on the Chandler spur,. and,"how, a 
couple of years. later, SP' had spotted' ~--second' car there fo·r 

... . .." .. ... ..,....... . 
•• " •• , I , • , •• , ., • 'j j • " , • 

The 1972 spur track report was undertaken in conjunction with 
an earlier formal proceeding involving Kooyman (see 0.81127 
dated March 13, 1973 in C·.9422). In t.hat enforcement proceeding., 
the Commission, by adopting Part 18 in Exhibi ts 2 and 5 o·f the 
staff pertaining to Kooyman deliveries from S·te1ex to· 
Consolidated, formally determined that Consolidated was off
rail. The same law firm represented Kooyman in that proceeding 
as in this proceeding •. 
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• 
Lane .!!/ He described h~~~ -~c~co'~din9 i y , in 19"73'''0;- 1974,. after ........ _._. _____ ....... _.,.. ___ ._" .. -.." ... " __ . ..._L._ .... ,. ___ ~, ... _ . __ . • ,- ........... --... . 

_--=-\1elideo ... ~_~~d". R~ Oat .~ }~nchroom ~~a~_,~.~ ._12c:l~~_~J?Po.r~lJn;ty to l?u.rchase 
scrap steel if he cOl.lld get a spur track to· unload it, 'Rood had.arranged 

~-'-.-..-. '...- "' .. _- .. - .. .... .- '--" .. - ----. " ... -, ..... -.- ... ',. .., _. " 

through Chandler's Votruba on a trial basis to spc:>t Z cars for Consolidated on the 
," _"'_," ...... . _~_., •• " ...... _ ....... ,... •• '. _.. ,'_' " _ ,_._---._, _w~· .. .-.. >, ,~_ •••• ..., .. ,., ~. 

Chandler track; this in' anticipation of' negotiating and working up. 
a formal third-party' agreement were the practice to continue. Rood 
testified vigorously, however, that he would not have done this on 
a continuing basis without arriving at a formal third-party agreement 
for $P, as to do so would have been contrary to· SF-'s policy.. He also 
conceded that no third-party agreement had ever been prepared beeause 
it developed that ConSOlidated had difficulty unloading the high side 
gondolas, and it did not look like it would be continuing movement. 
As the one developing and receiving the underlying informa·tion Rood 
stated he would have been the SP employee who would have typed up 

• the ro~gh draft for referral upstairs. for approval and execution by . 
the superintendent after review by SF's la~d' development and legal 
departments_ He had informed Melideo and Votruba that the arrangements 

!,il 

• 

The so-called '''Chandler spur'" is really a 2-pronged spur. . In Van 
Nuys the .Budweiser track extension runs adjacent to the SP's San 
Francisco-Los Angeles mainline. It was constructed' many years 
ago when Anheuser-Busch built its· brewery. From the Budweiser 
extension there are various Spurs· serving local industries. One 
of these, the Chandler spur,. crosses Cabrito Road and enters 
upon the property of McDonald Bro,thers. At that point o,f entry, 
adjacent to the McDonald Brothers gate,. is a switch. One branch 
beyond the switch terminates in the McDonald Brothers property 
and the second branch proceeds through a triangular corner o·f 
the McDonald Brothers property and then through another gate 
to enter the Chandler property. McDonald Brothers and Chandler 
share ownership of the spur and maintain it. (See map, Appendix B 
hereto.) 
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were on a ttia1 basis. Rood testified, interpreting sp·' s interoffiee 
speedO<jrams (Exhibits 13 and 14), that ',these 'indicated that before 
December 1973 Consolidated had received- rai·l deliver'ies: on: the Chandler 
spur with permission of the spur owne'rs.· He fu'rthertestified that: in 
1973 Consolidated was listed in ~'s Raymer,~ard under the Chandler 
spur number, stating that this me~nt rail shipments would automatically 
be routed directly to the Chandlet spur if eonsigned to Consolida,ted. 
Without that listing and identification number, such shipments would 
instead have been routed to a team track (indicative of off-rail 
status). ROOd. conceded he had not gotten permission. for continued 
regular spotting of cars on the Chandler spur for Consolidated .. 

Melideo testified that late in 1972 or 1973" wanting to 
receive rail shipments of plastic and steel at his Arrninta Street 
facility next door to the McDonald Brothers property, he had obtained 
permission from Lou Borick, president of Superio'r Industries, then lessee 
of part of. the McDonald Brothers property, to use the rail spur, and' 
discussed this with Rood; that after Rood had gone to- Chandler ~ he 
subsequently informed Melideo that the Chandler spur could be used~ 
Melideo testified there was no mention of any 'trial period. Subse

quently,. early in 1974 Consolidated received about four shipments 
from u.s. Steel (followed by another four in 197$ and 1976}. When 
unloading problems with the rail gondolas developed, Mel ideo· te-stified 
that he talked to Boyd Patton,' u.s. Steel traffic manager, who· 
sU9sested switching" to truck shipments, telling Mel ideo- that 
Consolidated was on-rail, and showing copies of SP's speedograms 
(including Exhibit 13 with which Rood was involved) to confirm the 
statement. Patton also-, according to Mel ideo , sent .him. a memo· on 
January 9, 1974 readin9~ 
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~This Should be suffici~nt to keep the PUC 
off your back and consider yourself on Rail. 
Regolrds Boyd tt (Exhi bi t 37.) 

M~lideo had this filed after adding the. comment: "Marsha - .file & 

this is our protection for getting Rail·Rat~s.1t Thereafter Melideo 
testified, after asking and getting confirmation of the on-rail status 
from Kooyman)11 Consolid~ted shipped steel to th~ Arminta Street 
facility from u.s. Steel using Kooymoln as carrier Zlnd applying altern.:1te 
rail r.:ttes. Melideo <11so rel.'lted that in 1974,. at Consolidated '.s 
request, SP approv~d its inclusion on SP's authorized credit list 
for p~ymcnt of tr,:inspott~tion chargos. H~ th~n introduced Exhibit 

a confirming letter signed by S1"s vice president and treasurer, 
McLean. 

Melideo further testified th~t about 1975 or 1976 he . 
transferred his trucking business to Conti Trucking when Patton left .u.s. Steel and b09an acting as a soliciting agent for Conti Trucking. 
He described how Gene Conti also affirmed, after checking, that 
Consolidated was on-rail. Later after dissatisfaction with Conti 
set in, Melideo switched b.:;.ck to Kooyman in late 1976· or 1977·, and 
Melideo testified that Patton threat~ncd that if Consolidated left 
Conti 'trucking, Patton would prove Consolic1~ted wtlS· not on-.rail, 
causing- loss of alternative rail rate!::. Again Kooyman checkeo 
and confirmed that Consolidated was on-rail. Teresi was 
also used and it also tolc1 Melideo that Consolidated: was on-rail. 
Me-lideo, questioned if ever he contactcc1 the PUC on the on:-off-rail 
issue, testified that in 1973 or 1974 he- phoned ano tried to discuss 
his location and rail ratez, but could get no interest in his. problem, 
and he c10es not recall whom he talked to. He tes·tified that until 

12/ 

• 
Melideo testified that Kooyman tolC! Consolid.ated "he had checked 
with the POC, had checked with o.S. Steel, and we were considereO 
to be on rail." 
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the hearing he had never heard of a third-party agreement, and that 
the POC had' never advised him that 'Consolidated was off-rail_ - ..... - .-

Kooyman ·testified that in 19'72 Consolidated: and Patton 
had called to ask if Kooyman could handle trucking of steel from 
o.s. Steel to Consolidated; that after Kooyman took it on," u.s. Steel 
was to code the paperwork to s~ow when rail rates app,lied •. Ninety 

to ninetY-.five- pereent of the hauling was handled throl.lgh subhaulers .. 
Kooyman testif~ed that he never seems able to get a~ answer from 
POC whether or 'oot a shipper is on- or off-rail, so he generally' 
relies upon the answers he gets from rate people, u.s .. Steel, or 
the railroad.. Kooyman confirmed that possibly in 1974 he lost the 
Consolidated traffic to Conti Truck:ing after being told that Patton 
was involved in the switch, but that about 1976 it was returned to, 
him, although Melideo then.told him there would be problems over 
application of alternative rail rates; tha~ somehow Patton had set 
it all up·and could take it away. 

. '. Wi th re·ference to. the 1972 audit, 
Kooyman stated that Paasche never advised him that Consolidated was 
considered off-rail. He said he had never seen a third-party agree
ment. Finally, Kooyman testified that Consolidated represented 
a very minor volume of his overall business,. p·roviding less than 
2.5% of his revenue. 

An OII is a law enforcement proceeding and necessarily 
is the product of enforcement actions by the staff of the Commission. 
A basic consideration common to all law enforcement actions, whether 
in the strictly criminal law area" or in the area involving public 
utili ty regulatory and judicial processes., is that such actions,. to 
be valid, must comply with federal and state constitlltional require
ments for both sUb'stantive and procedllral due process of law (In re
Use of Communication Facili'ties (1966) 6& CPUC 6.7$:). Here, one of 
the largest highway carriers in the Stock:.ton office territo·ry, Kooyman, 
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had in 1978 not been checkeo recently for compli.;lnce with provisions 
of the PUC ~nd Commission regulations. In line with his responsibilities 
as chief enforcement officer of that territory, l?aasche recommended 
that an initial survey be m~de of Kooyman's operations, rates,.. charges, 
and practices. A check was .:l.uthorizeo ano routine investigation was 
initiated. Spot-checks oisclosed clear discrepancies involving 
certain accounts including Consolidated. The ordering of a spur 
check report is the first step when alternative rail rate applications 
are involved. 

It is .;llleged by Consolioated that somehow Conti Trucking 
had motivated the investigation in revenge for losing the ConSOlidated 
business several years earlier: that a staff employee working closely 
with Paaschc in the Stockton office was in effect working both sides 
of the street .)nd to accommodate Conti Trucking had helpfully 
instigated the "routine survey". To support this .:1.1legation, 
Consolid.:1.ted points to the inoelicate fact of the appearance of .;l 
Commission enforcement employee .:tttending an industry association 
meeting, seated with,. ano for all intents tlnd purposes,.. representing 
Conti Trucking. 16/ Consolid.:1.teo .:1.nd·I(ooym.:1.n query their being 
singled out when the s~me on-rail rate~ were ch.:1.rged earlier when 
Conti Trucking was doing the h.;luling. In this vein it is noted that ./' 
.:1.fter stressing in his testimony th~ routineness of the way Kooyman was 
selected for audit,when questioned about his initial comment that in 
initiating the survey he had centered in on a number of accounts 
based on "prior knowledge," Paasche explained that meant the typ'e o·f 
account involved and its size, or if the name was familiar (in that 
he h.:lo ru!'\ into it before for other violations) r but that "'In this 
particular survey, I hi t the bigger accounts. I~ (Emphasis .added.) As 

16/ Unfortunately, staff made no attempt to explain or otherwise 
controvert the inference that flows from these allegations., 
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res'Pondents observe,. Consolidated was by no means a "'bigger account"-, 
, - . , ..... -., .... ~ •• ~. -.- .. --~--.---- •••.•.•.. , ............. --"-•• " •.• _" ..... >"', ........... " ", •• , 

representing as it did less than 2.5% of Kooyman'"s revenue. 
Much also is sought to- be made of' the~ :~'eten:tion by Paasche of the 
1972 spur track report with its map,' and' the failu·re of Paascbe in 
1972 and Morris in 1978 to inform Consolidated that staff had 
concluded that the Consolidated Arminta Street facility was considered . 
off-rail as far back as 1972~ 

It is obvious that 'the above-noted indications 
L , .,_.......... ._ ........... _._... ___ ., __ •••••• , 

o!" possible- shadows of malice by Patton,. staff indiscretion in 
association and ir.adequate!-explanatio~~.?f 'past reasons; an.~_~~5·?i~cidence 
of P'aasche's subsequent discovery under subpena of that latent copy 
of the virtually identical 1972 spur report map in his personal file, 
:nake a search for the truth more difficult. However,. whether c.onsidered _, ' 
alone _or in combination,. they eo not con~i,~?tute a denL3.1 of due-, .. ' 

• 
process rights to Consolidated at. any stage-in, this p.~0~eedin9, ,nor 
do they evidence an entr~pmen1:_. _, , _ 

• 

Although there is evidence of Patton"s 1976 threats after 
the switch was made back to Kooyman from Conti Trucking r no· evidence 
was presented of any Patton involvement or contact 'with Paasche or 
staff during the current investigation period, and on cross-examination 
Pa.3.sehe testified that no one from Conti 'l'rucking had asked that 
he make a spur track request relating to Consolidated.. Rather,. 
Paasche testified that routinely he had sent out an estimated 30 

spur track requests when he b~an the Kooyman survey, and that one 
of these related to Consolidated. Paasche testified credibly that 
he had forgotten he had the 1972 spur track report in h.is o,ffice. 
Certainly it is not unusual, considering the voJ.ume of work on 
different matters being handled at any time by staff members,. that 
odds and ends of material may inadvertently remain in a s·taff 
employee's personal file when a particular matter is concluded. But 
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even had Paasche been aware of the 1972 report in his files,. at'no 
time was there any obligation upon him: to: advise Consolidated' that 
it was off~rail. It is not· the- function of' this. Commission's 
Complian~e and Enforcement staff' to' notj;,fy shippers o·f the-ir' rail 
status.!'!/ 

In ~o.dition,. it cannot be-said' that Kooyman was· unaware~ 
or should' not have been aware, that the 1972' spur track; report had 
concluded that Consolidated was off-rail.. D.;8:1l27 dated. March 13,. 
1973 in C.9422 found undercharge- violations by Kooyman totaling 
$12,059.03 involving three shippers. One of these, Ste1ex, had made, 
a shipment via Kooyman to Consolidated's Arminta Street ,facility 

, " 

assessing on-rail rates (see Part 18: of the staff report· in EXhibits 2 
and 5· of that proceeding). This earlier inves-tigation initiate-o. 
the 1972 spur track report'which concluo.eo. Consolio.ated was off-rail 
and resulted in undercharges o,f $123.58 for failure to- assess off
rail rates. For this, Kooyman was fined and in turn ordered; to 
collect (and did collect) from- Stelex·.!!/ Kooyman was. also assesseO 
a punitive fine. In that proceeding Kooyman was represented by the 
same law. firm as in this proceeding.. Whether Stelex attempteo. to, 
charge cack. to Consolidated for this $123.58: is unknown, but at 
least Kooyman must be charged with actua'l or constructive know~edge
that in 1972 Consolidated was off-rail. 

However, the significance of the 1972 spur track report 
to Consolidated would have been minimal at the most, in that 
Consolidated in these- proceedings has baseo. its asserted· authority 
to use the Chandler spur on certain "'permissions"' ,which had their 
genesis in the Melideo-Rood luncheon conversation in 1973,. and in 
the Borick-Superior Industries verbal authorization of 1973 (see 
Exhibit 39) .. 

, 11/ 'the number of shippers frequently involved would impose an 
onerous burden were staff to be required to notify each. However, 
it was Paasche's testimony that as to the carriers,. when the 
enforcement staff learns of a rate violation, it will bring it 
to the attention of the carrier involved, either by a conference 
or an enforcement action. 

e lll Interestingly, Doolan was the consignor in that shipment. 
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Regrettable as is any public appearance of formal or informal 
relationr;hip between a staff member and' a' reg.ulated carrier, the 
record in this instance clearly shows' .that 'the 'staffer' at iSSUQ played 
no role in this investigation exccp~·to perform quasi-clerical tasks 
such as photocopying documents for J?aaschc'and pulling material from 
the file:: upon request. Paacchc testified that to his knowledge the 
stolff member had never worked for or received any compensation for 
services such .:ts consulting from Conti Trucking and h.:ld taken no 
substanti.:tl leave of absence while working for Paasche. The 
respondents, had they wished to pursue this issue further, could 
h.:lve subpcnaed the staff member to do so. But as it W\:l.$ developed, 
the record cannot support any conclusion that the staff member's 
activities in any way tainted this investigation~ the most that can 
be sustained is less than a surrnisc~ 

Finally, we note that a significant number of the suspect 
• shipmeI"lts involved, consigned according to their respective . 

• 

shipping documents to the Van Nuys ArmintD.Strect facility of 
Consolidated, were, according to staff's allegations ~nd the sworn 
testimony of witn~ssec,. in f.::ct either delivered to or diverted to 
Consolidated t s Sun Valley Br~dley Avenue facility~ raiSing issues quite 
apart from folilure to asses!: off-rail r.:ltes. We will turn to: these 
later. 

After considering th~ above-stated evidence and arguments, 
we conclude that there was no Conti Trucking-staff complicity involved 
in the instant investigation,. and the fact that Consolidated was' not 
advised in 1972 or 1973 of its off-rail status, or that Paasche : 
inadvertently ret.:t.ined posseSSion of a copy of the 1972 Consolidated 

. . . 
spur track report over the subsequent years, does not serve tode?rive 
Consolidated of any conctitutionally gU.:lranteed procedural opportunity 
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to be confronted during an investigato,ry process. Nor d:i.:d the' use 
by staff in 1978 of' an updated 1972spllr'track: report serve to. 
back-date the commencemeQ~t _ef this investigatien' to. 19'72, Or 

-- -~. - ." ... --- -, .. -- ~~- ...... -...... -, ...... -." ............ ,-~ ..... ,~ ..... ,_ ............. . 
initiate an ent'rapment situatien .. Acce·r.dingly, we deny Conselia'ated's 
metien that we either' net assert juri'sdictien or that we dismiss 
staff's charges against Censelidated. 

Consolidated-Kooyman Metien to. 'Dismiss becauseefAlle.ged 
Prejudicial Misconduct on ·the PartofStaffCeunsel:~. On Nevember 1, 
1979, as part ef its (jefense case in chief, Consolidated'. intreduced 
testimeny by witness Rood. As we have seen, this testimony related 
to. the on-cff-rail issues which are at the ce·re o·f ene segment e,f 
this enforcement proceeding. At conclusion ef Rood's direct testimony, . 
and' after cress-examinatien by staff and Kooyman, Roed was excused. 
After three further days of hearing the' fellewing January hearings 
were recessed until March l~, 19aO • 

About 5 p.m. the evening ef March. 10, 198:0;. Reod reee±ved 
a telephene call at his ,heme in Los Angeles frem staff ceunsel in 
San Francisco. with the apparent purpese e·f ascertaining whether Rood 
had theught ever his earlier testimeny and wanted t'e change er add 
to. it. When bearing resumed the next morning, both Kooyman and 
Censolidated expressed indignatien and asserted that the centact 
constituted prejudicial miscenduct by staff ceunsel and intimidatien 
to induce a change o.f testimony. Beth respendents moved formally 
to dismiss this proceeding_ 

Consolidated. recalled Rood who. then testified to. the tele
phone centact, stating that staff ceunsel had informed· him that 
ceunsel had been in teuch with Votruba who assertedly had denied 
ever giving him permissien for use of the Chandler spur. Reod 
testified that he had net been threatened ner did he feel intimidated, 
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but that he was a little uncomfortable, did' ,not think it proper, and 
disliked staff counsel's calling him at horne and questioning him whether 

•• _____ .... ~ •• ~ • _0. .~ •• ~~.~_.~_. _ ............ _ •• _. c _. __ " ...... - ••• •• - ".-.- - •••• - ..... ...,-- ._-

he wanted to change or add' to h.is prev:i:ous:te'Stirnony.. He st'ated:, that 
he told staff counsel that everything, he had' 'te'stified to' p'reviously 
had been the truth' and that people could not bribe him: not to tell 
the truth. Rood also testified that at'the time of that telephone 
call he had been on a ~tand-by basis~' as a possible defense witness 
for Kooyman .. 

We fi'rst of all dispose of Consolidated's tangential argument 
that staff counsel by his actions violated provisions of Sections 2019 
et seq .. of the Code of Civil Procedure. It is unnecessary to discuss 
them further than to note that these sections deal with. discovery 
depositions. In effect Consolidated would have us liken' staff 
counsel's telephone inquiry to an ex parte deposition of Rood 
regarding testimony that Rood had rendered or might render 
to facilitate s·taff's preparation of a rebuttal case to Consolidated's 
defense. We reject this argument as a disingenuous smokescreen~ 
There are important differences between the nature of an informal 
telephone interview, and the more formal procedures involved in the 
taking of a deposition. A lawyer talks to a witness to ascertain 
what, if any, information the witness may have relevant to h.is theory 

of the case and to explore the witness's knowledge, memory" and 
opinion - frequently in light of information counsel may have developed 
from other sources ):.2/ It contrasts with a deposition which serves an 
entirely different purpose - .that of perpetuating testimony, to- have 
it available for use or confrontation at the trial, or to have a 
witness committed to a specific representation of such facts as· he 

!!I 

..... , ............ ~ ~- ............... , .......................... . 

Of course, it is true that any such witness bas th~ right to 
:efus·e to be interviewed if he, so desires (Byrnes v TJ .. s. (19&4) 
327 F 2d 825-,. 832, 9th Cir.), cert denied 377 U.s'. 970. The 
witness may also insist that h.is views be given only upon 
deposition or at trial after being subpenaed·. 
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; 

may possess. A desire to depose formally might arise normally after 
preliminary interview has persuaded counsel' to' 'take' a deposition, or' 

it might not. It is common knowledge' :that ''in p:resenting h.is case, 

counsel will offer testimony which h.e deem.s imp0't'tant'and suppo·rtive 
of his theory of the case, and aisrega,ra what 'he aeeInS· the chaff. 

Each party has the same privilege. 

Here staff counsel, from the context of his ques·tions to 

Rood auring the telephone conversation (as subsequently testifie<:1. to, 
by- Rood) apparently in possession of information gleanea from o·ther 

sources incluaing Votruba, was exploring Rooa's .recollection of th.e. 
"permission" grantea to use the Chanaler spllr. Apparently s.taff 

counsel eleete<:1.' not to pursue or develop anything he may have learned .. 

Tha't was his aecision to make. But certainly he had a bas·ic obligation 

as a lawyer to diligently pursue any avenue whiCh in his judgment 
appeared fruitful. It is axiomatic that an a.ttorney should represent 

his client zealously within the bounds of the law.!2./ 
This brings us. to the bas·ic issues in respondents t· motion:: 

'i'Vas i t impro~r under. standards or rulES of professional ethics or . 

responsibility for staff counsel to have interviewed this witness of 

the opposing. party in this proceeding?' And if not,.. was· there anything 
unethical or improper in the content or context of the interview,? 

20/ A. staff attorney has no, less an obligation. We recognize that 
a staff attorney cannot take for his only guide the standards of 
an attorney appearing on behalf of an inaividual client, 
consiaering his dual role, being obligated on one hand to· 
furnish that adversary element essential to the informea 
resolution of any controversy" but being pledged on the o,ther 
to the accomplishment of the- objective of impartial justice. 
He is the attorney for this Commission, and while it is his 
primary auty not to convict, but to see that jus·tice is aone, he 
always retains a basic obligation to fully investigate· all 
aspects of the case ana to' interview ana examine witnesses as 
well as any other persons who might be able to· assist in 
ascertaining the .. trllth concerning the events. in controversy • 
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, 
While ethics generally are a matter of good practice 

rather than strict enforcement of rules, there do exist eth.ical 
guidelines, disciplinary rules,.and court decisions which provide 
standards for professional conduct to, be expected of lawyers .. 
California has rules of professional conduct.. These rules-, 
promulgated by the State Bar with the approval of the State' Supreme 
Court, provide a basis for disc'iplinary action and, are binding on 
al.l members o'f' the State Bar ... ~/ Looking at the California rules 
we note that many, as part of their heritage, trace back to 
provisions found in the ethical standards established over the 

years by the American Bar Association (ABA).. However, as, it has 
been stated that the conduct of california lawyers is governed by 

the California Rules of Pl:ofessional Conduct" and not by the ABA's 

Code of Professional Responsibility (People v Ballard (19S-0) 

104 CA 3d 757, 761), we must' sto:~t our consider,ation,first' with 
the California rules. 

Rule 7_l0322~ 'com~s' closest to" the issue of"" contact with-
persons associated with an oPPosing "side, but it limits its scope to 
communications by an attorney wl~: all acjverse par,ty' rep,resen..t'ed' by 

, counsel.. In- the OIl in lssue, Fb:X1 appeaied-i?Ot~ as a party, but mereJ.yas-:-i"'· 

~/ See 3-B, West t s Ann.. Bus. & Prof. Code (197 4-ed), foll. 
~ction 6076 at p. 83. 
Rule 7-103. communicatinihwith an Adverse Part:t Represented 
b~ Counsel. A member of e S,tate Bar shall not commUnl.cate 
dl.rectly or indirectly with a party whom he knows to< be 
represented by counsel upon a subject of controversy, without 
the express consent of such counsel·. This rille shall not apply 
to communications with a public officer, ,board, committee, or 
body. 
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witness. (Rule 7-10'7~1 is not on point, dea1fng--as. it does 

__ ~ -.- ,_ •. ___ ._ .. , --.".. ~ " - .-0,., --. ____ ., __ c._,_.~ __ . __ __M__.. ........ 

more wi th i~ducing P~r.j_ut:y , __ .~t~.) ey~_t!._ when we _" .. g.~~. ,ba~)c.; b~~on.?:. 
California Rule 7-103. to its. ABA ancestor, ABA~s.·corr.esp~nding . 

- 'DiSC_~~~~iia:~; ~i~_":7~loi-;·~~_.~e .. "~~et.ha~._t~e l.a!:.ter' S pu~vie'w-"" " 
is .. similarly lim te<:l1:~ _ c~~~nicat~~g w~ t?:_.~" party repr.esented by 

~I 

• 

15.1 

• 

Rule 7-107. Contact with Witnesses. A member 0'£ the State 
Bar shall not: 
(A) Suppr-ess any evidence that he or his client has 

a le<;al obligation to reveal or produce. 
(S) Advise or directly or indirectly cause a person to 

secrete himself or to leave the jurisdiction o,f· a 
tribunal for the purpose of maKing himself unavailable 
as a witness therein .. 

(C) Directly or indirectly pay, offer to- pay, or 
acquiesce in. the payment of cempensatien to- a witness 
contingent upon the content of his· testimony or the 
outcome of his case. Except where prohibited by . 
law, a member ef the s.tate Bar may advance, guarantee, 
er acquiesce in the payment ef= 
(l) Expenses reasenably incurred by a witness 

in attending or testifying_ 
Reasonable compensatien to a witness for 
his less ef'time in attending er testifying. 

(2) 

(3) A reasonable fee for the pro.·fessio.nal services 
of an expert witness. 

ABA Disciplinary Rule 7-l04. Cemmunicating with One 0.'£ Adverse 
Interest. (A) During the course o.f nl.S representation of a 
cil.ent a lawyer shall net: (1) Co.mmunicate or cause another 
to. cemmunicate en the subject of the representation with a 
party he knows to be represented by a lawyer in that matter 
unless he has the p·rior consent of the lawyer representin9 . 
such other party or is autho.rized by law to- do so. (2) Give 
advice to. a persen who is nct represented by a lawyer, other 
than the advice to secure counsel, if the interests o·f such 
person are or have a reasonable pessibility of being in 
conflict with the interests of his client • 
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counsel. But when we take the next step and trace back to, the former 
ABA Canons from which the disciplinary rules evolved, in Canon 3·9· 

(adopted in 1928; see 53 ABA Reports 130; amended to this form in 
1937; see 62 ABA Reports 352) we find the following squarely on 
point statement: 

"'A lawyer may p:::operly interv,iew, any witness o'r 
prospective witness for the opposing side in any 
civil suit or criminal action without the consent 
of opposin9 counselor party.. In dO'ing so, how
ever~. he should scrupulously avoid any suggestion 
calculated to induce the wi tness to supp'ress or 
deviate from the truth, or in any degoree to 
affect his free and untrammeled conduct when 
appearing at the trial or on the witness stand.~ 

A considerable series of informal and formal opinions by the ABA's 
Coromi ttee on Ethics and P'ro'fessional Responsibility have referred 
to, cite<:l,. or restated the content of Canon 39 in substantially the 

same fo'rm over the years. In general, the Canon, reflects the general 
rule in this country on the sUbjeet.~/ The reason is 'clear .. 
Adversary proceedings are held for thE" solemn purpo'ses of endeavoring 
to ascertain th~ truth, the sine qua non of a fair trial. As 
J'udge Wright stated in Gregory v u.s. (196-6) 36·9 F. 2d l8.5-,' "'A 

criminal trial, like its civil counterpart, is a quest for truth. 
That quest will more often be successful if both sides have an equal 
opportunity to interview the person who has the information from 
which the truth may be determined_~ 

The applicability of that, principle to the facts at hand 
had long been recognized.. Over 70 years ago in State v Papa (1911) 
32 R.l. 453, 459, it was said: '. 

~/ See: 7 Corpus Juris Secundum~ Attorney & Client,.'Section 5.4: 
and see also American College of Trial Lawyers Code of Trial 
Conduct,. Section 15 • 
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"Witnesses are not parties and should not be 
partisan. They do not belong to' either siae of 
the controversy_ They may be summoned by one 
or the other or both~ but are not retained by 
either. It would be a most unfortunate condition 
of affairs if a party to a suit, civil or criminal, 
should be permitted to' monopolize the source of 
evidence applicable to the case to use or not as 
might be deemed most advantageous. Such a 
proceeding in a criminal case would violate the 
provisions of the Constitution." 

From the forego~ng we cannot agree that there was impropriety in the 
fact of staff counsel interviewing Rood without the p,rior permission 
or outside of the presence of opposing counsel. 

We turn next to consider whether there was in the 
telephone call any in¢l,llcement to suppress evidence or deviate from 
the truth, or whether the faet of the call itself affected Rood"s 
free and untrammeled conduct at the trial or on the Witness stand • 

Both respondents rely heavily upon the last sentence in 
ABA former canon 39 to provide a foundation for their allegations 
of miseonduet. Kooyman argues that staff eounsel called Rood ~for 
the express purpose o,f attempting to persuade him to' change his 
testimony." Consolidated argues that the gist of the telephone 
interview was to unfairly discredit Rood in ,that it led Rood to 
believe his integrity w~s being challenged. Both argue that the 
thrust, was to affect Rood's "free and untrammeled conduct when 
ap?earing at the hearing." 

The trouble with this argument is that Rood had, already 
testified on the permission to use the Chandler spur matter, had been 
extensively examined and cross-eXamined, and had been excused as a 
witness. Considerable time had lapsed' since his 'te's.timony r and there 
had been absolutely no indication that he might be called again by 
Kooyman. Indeed r even Rood subsequen.tly charaeterized his status 
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as being on "standby". When actually called later, his testimony 
was on a collateral matter relating to the role of a spike in the 
Chandler spur.. Ther'efore, wi th no expectation of his possible call 
back, staff counsel deemed his role completed. S,taff counsel therefore 
was not attempting to influence Rood's "free and untrammeled conduct 
when app-earing at the hearing."" Rather, relating to. staff counsel·s 
apparent interview or interviews with Votruba (a potential witness 
no one had called), staff c01Jnsel was interviewing Rood to- seek further . .' 
int'ormation from Rood relating to th.e Rood-Votruba conversations, 
information which might lead Rood" after possible refreShment o·f 
memory, to a voluntary retraction or change of testimony.. Or it 
might not.. At this point staff counsel was not necessarily seeking 
to 'induce further Rood testimony.. As Rood testified (after being 
recalled by Consoli~ated for the purpose of providing an evidentiary 
foundation for the instant motion alleging misconduct),. staff counsel 
telephoned to tell Rood of counsel t:s conversation with, Votruba,·a. 
conversation wherein assertedly Votruba had denied ever giving permission 
to use the Chandler spur for Consolidated. Against the backdrop of 
that contradictory statement staff counsel was interviewing Rood to· 
determine whether after reflection and possible refreshment of memory 
Rood might want to voluntarily retract or expand his earlier testimony. 

While other counsel might have approached the matter of the 
apparent conflict in information differently, perhaps still making 
the telephone call but in association with a third person (for purposes 
of potentially impeaching the witness) ;'. this staff counsel adop'ted 
this direct,. but nonetheless ethically permissible metbod~ to inter
view ~ood to try to ascertain, albeit belatedly, all the facts involved 
in Votruba-Rood conversations of an earlier year. If, after counsel 
had interviewed Rood, he had decided he wanted to introduce certain 
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additional evidence possibly. gleaned out of the in.terview,. he would 
not have been· entirely foreclosed, because even though counsel himself 
would have probably been precluded from presenting impeachment or other 
such t~stimony himself of his· conversation with Rood,3!1 he- might still 
have elected to subpena Votruba· as a rebuttal witness and thus have 
entered any contradictory evidence.. The fact that Rood had been 
already excused as a witness, in no way made the call improper either. 
It is not improper for an attorney: to seeure or try to se<?Ure a retraction: 
from a witness; even after a trial has. resulted in''''' conviction •. 

Respondents would present a picture of a .distraught individual, 
deeply shaken by the phone call, and hampered in his ability to freely 
conduct himself on the witness stand; one intimidated and unfairly 
discredited to an unconscionable degree. Such is just not the case" 
as our AI.J, with every opportunity to observe Rood's demeanor in the
courtroom and on the s.tand, concluded. Rood upon recall was invited 
to present h.is version of what transpired the evening before ~n' 
narrative form., or in any way he wished. He then calmly and'straight
forwardly told his version. When asked by the.ALJ if the caller had 
made any threats, Rood readily answered '''No, sir."'· When asked by 
the ALJ if he had been intimidated by the conversation he answered: 
"Well, not intimidated. I just felt like, why should he be asking me 
if I wanted to add or change any of my testimony?~ Eaehparty was 
given full opportunity thereafter to examine Rood about the telephone 
call. Rood testified that: ~I wasn't':· happy about the whole thing. 
.. ... I didn't like the idea."' But he admitted freely that h.e had 
not been encouraged to change his previous testimony. He had j:ust 
been presented the opportunity. He further testified that he had 
not been offered a bribe.~ 

~I This would involve counsel himself taking the witness stand • 
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Certainly to h.!lve one's recollection of 10n9 past events 
questioned can be uncomfortable. But an enforcement procee<iing is 
not a sporting event. involving mere matching·of. wits. by the attorneys 
involved. If it is to be a meaningful quest for the truth.,. all leads,. 

including those belatedly discov-ered,should oe followed up', even' if 

they serve to arouse disc~mfi~~r.e .• _~~~4.~·id ._no~t_ha~e .. _t~._d:i..sc.uss ._ ..... ~. __ .. 

the matter. He could have merely h~Ilg up the., ~~l~ph:0ne h.a?-"he.·chos~n 
to do so, thereby effectively terminating the inte'rview. But he did . ' 

not.. And the record shows nothing, as a consequence of his choice,. 
to substantiate respondents' assertions that Rood t's ability to conduct 
himself was affected to any degree,. either ~en o·r later when he was 
called to testify further.. At all times on the wi tnes5 stand, he 

demonstrated' the coolness of a seasoned. negotiato·r .. 
Consequently, for the above-d'iscussed reasons we are unable 

to find misconduet on the part of staff counsel relative to these 
• issues:, nor do we find anything in the events :-,hich ~OUld justify an , 

order dismissing the investigation.. Respondents" motions to dismiss 

will be denied. 

• 

Procedural issues resolved, we now turn to the underlying 
issues brought into focus by this investigation. These- revolve about 
the question of the appropriate rates to be applied· to Kooyman "s 

transportation of steel coils, etc. for Consolidated. 
The On- or Off-Rail Issue: First, there is the question 

whether Consolidated's Arminta Street faciliti,es in Van Nuys were 
on-rail. Item 200 of MRT 2 clearly p·rovides: that common carrier 
rates may be applied in lieu of the motor carrier rates set forth in 
MR.'r 2 when the former result in a lower charge fo·r the ~ 
transportation than would result from application of the ~. 2 rates. 

But that same tariff also declares that the same transpo'rtation means 
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"transpor~a1;.ion~" <?~, .1;he ~.sa~e_Jd._n_d and quantity.,",:,",:b~1;.we~n the same 
points .... '" Therefore, the problem to be resolved in on-rail questions 
is whether the trucker provided services which constitute the same 
transportation between the same points of origin and destination as 
that which would have been performed by a railroad.. The meaning of 
"same points" resolves in the definitions of "po·int of origin"', 
"point of de-stinationlP", and "'railhead"' which are set fo·rth in Item 11 
of MRl' 2. In ~his proceeding there is no i.ssue ove~ the' points .. ____ ... _. 
of origin. All- parties agree that the loading poin.t of the shipments 
in issue at 'O'.S .. Steel's facility in ?ittsbllrg is on-rail. Therefore, 
we n~ concern ourselves only with whether Consolidated's Arminta 
Street facilities in Van NUys meet the MRX' 2 definitions of "'railheadlP' 
and "point of destination"'. 'If they do, Kooyman was justified in 
assessing on-rail rates. If they do not, Kooyman was· not. 

As set forth in Item 11 of MRT' 2', the terms are defined 
as follows:, 

"'Railhead means a point at which facilities are 
maintained for the loading of property into· or 
upon, or the unloading of property from rail
cars.. It also includes truckloading facilities 
of plants or industries located at such rail
loading or unloading point.1P' 

"Point of des.tination means the precise location 
at which property is tendered for physical 
delivery into the custody of the consignee or 
his agent. All points within a single industrial 
plant or receiving area of one consignee shall 
be considered as one point of destination. An 
industrial plant or receiving area of one' 
consignee shall include only contiguous p·roperty 
which shall not be deemed separate if intersected 
only by public street or thoroughfare. It, 
While it is a well-established principle of transportation 

law that the provisions of a tariff must be literally construed, 
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consid~ring the divergent facilities used by different consignees 
to receive property, it is .)lso cle.)r that it is not possible to ,'lpply 
a general rule to cover all sitllations~ In each instance the physical. 
configuration and characteristics of a consignee's claimed Itpoint of 
destination" must b-c considered to determine his status. In this 
regard, a brief review of our determinations in earlier cases 
involving somewhat similar facilities can be helpful. 

First of all, it is not essential that there be a rail ~pur ~ .-" 
extending onto consignee's property itself. In Investigation of ~ 

Robert Sell (1958.) S6 (;PUC 277, and Inv~sti<:!ation' of· Anderson Trucking, 
(1959) 57 CPUC 225, we held that it suffices if consignee's. property 
is .:ldjacent to a spur tr.)ck from which unloading can be done in the 
normal m.:lnner. In Sell, the consignee at issue W.:lS located on 
property leased from the railroad und the property used for unloading 
was part of the r.:tilroad·::; right-of-way. There was a team track, 

• belonging to the r.:lilroao 60 feet aw::J.y. A fence and a gate sep.:nated 
the leased property and the team track area. The consignee used 
the railroad-owned olre.:l b~tween the lC.lsed property and the- team 
track to unload both trucks .1nd rail cars. On these facts We' concluded 
that in.:lsmuch as the areas were contiguous we would consider the leased 
property and th~ area adjacent to the team track as constituting one 
single receiving area so that they became a single point o,f destination. 

In Anderson we: have three similar si tuations. The p,roperty 
of one consignee was situated adjacent to and alongside a spur track. 
Railroad cars were unloaded at the track and lumber was carried by 
a forklift through a gate- 6 to 8 fee-t from the track onto consignee"s 
yard. The consignee had an agreement with the railroad to spot cars 
alongside its yard on the: spur track for loading and unloading. 
Another consignee had the 200-foot width of the rear' of its prop'crty 

• 
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bordered by a spur track. The consignee haa a license from the 
railroaa to use the spur track right-of-way~ ana railcars were unloaded 
on the side facing the consignee's yard and the property transported 
10 feet by hana or forklift through a gate into' consigneets: yara. The 
third consigneels property was 140 feet from the rail spur track. The 
intervenin9 property was part of the railroad's right-of-way' and was 
leased to the consignee who usea it to· unload from the ra.ilcars and 
for storage of its· property. ' In all three of these situations,.,.the . . 
consignee had a. right to use the unloading area and track~'and'we 

• ..' ~. r><_ 0 "., •• _<,.,.,. "' .~.+.. '*". . 

therefore co.ncluded th~t:. th: unloaaing areas· were contiguous to·'· 
consignee's prop~rty, ana constituted a re~eiving area within the 
meaning of point of destination as set forth in the tariff. 

In Ross Trucking (1960) 57 CPOC S70, the principal consi9nee 
and his predecessors since 1910 had taken rail deliveries on a spur 
track paralleling his property, and currently was re9ularly using a 

• railroaa-owned unloading platform on th,at spur for ~·th. truck and 
rail aeliveries.. A ramp from the platform led to· the pavea road 
(2{) feet from consignee's entry), which was part of the railroadts 
right-of-way. ConSignee used the road to store property and equipment. 
We concluded that the pavea areas and the platform constituted a 
receiv:ing area as used in the definition of "'point of destination'" 
in MRT 2 and that consignee was on-rail. 

In Boward Child and Sidney Rain (S Ball .tine) (1969) 70 
CPUC 50l~ we determined that under some circumstances a spur track 
on a public street where unloaaing was done could be considered as 
being within the reasonable receiving area o·f a consignee. This was 
in a situation where the lanalord of both the cons.i9nee ana several 
neighbors was the proprietor of a small industrial park which included 
a common area for truck. unloading. 'the landlo·rd had also caused a 
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rail spur to be constructed in the adjacent deadended public street 
to serve all his tenants. The spur and the public street deadended 
next door, abutting Nimitz Freeway. There was a loading dock' next 
door for common use.. Consignee- had a. choice- of using the nei9hboring 
unloading dock, or if the dock was being used, of us.ing the deadend 
public street area across t~e street from his plant to unload railcars. 
Either way, the distance to his plant did not exceed 90 feet. The 
public street,. deadended next door, did not carry through traffiC. 

In th~ case at bar, both Kooyman and Consolidated assert 
that Consolidated's tenuous and informal permission to, use the 
approximate lOO-foot stretch of the railroad-owned lead area ,over 
the storm ditch in conjunction with part of the adjoining lead area 
of the Chandler spur track, facilities· separated by a thr~ugll. traffic 
public s.treet from Consolidatedts property, serves- to enable 
Consolidated to consider that area as being' "contiguolJs property"'~ B:eing .. "contiguous 

• 'Or~rty," it is sufficient to bring it in~ the "'single industrial plant or,recei.Yi~l# 
area of one consignee~. classification required to qualify it' as 
consignee Consolidated's "'one point of destination"- under MRT' 2 .. 

• 

We cannot agree. Contrasting Consolidated's situation with the 
physical configurations and characteristics set forth in the fore-
going cases, significant distinctions readily emerge. As we will 
discuss below, these lead us to conclude that Consolidated's Arminta 
Street facility was not a railhead .. 

In all the cases cited above, the conSignee at issue 
enjoyed a continuing and enforceable right, either through ownership, 
lease, license, or other fo·rmal a9r~ement, to use the off-pr,emises 
unloading area in combination with a rail SPU4 to unload railcars 
consigned to it. As stated in MRT- 2: "'Railhead means a pO'int at . 
which facilities are maintained for ..... the unloading of p,roperty from 
rail cars"- (Emphasis added). Maintained means "'to keep o·r keep. up: 
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continue in or with; carryon" CWebster's. New World Dictionary, . 
2nd College Edition (1972).) Nothin9 less than a continuing enforceable' 
right to use an off-premises unloadin9 area belonging to another can· 
suffice to bring such an area within the concept of an adjunct property 
of the consignee ~~ .~ke it.. capa~l~. ~f bei.ng~ne~llded in l?c.is._ 
"point of destination~. Use on a trial basis or with occasional 
permission to receive a railcar on anotherts property does not Serve 
to convert that other property into the industrial plant or receiving 
area of the co~si9nee so as to meet the requirements of MRT' 2 for 
railhead status. 

In this case, to have qualified the SP-ownedunloadi,ng 
area situated across the public street from its Arminta Street plant 
as its railhead, Consolidated at the least would have required not . 
only some formalized written agreement for its regular use from the 
railroad,3Z.1 but it wO~ld also have required a written third-party 
agreement with the railroad and the two spur track owners,.' McDollald 
Brothers and Chandler, for the regular use of their spur.. Consolidated 

"£1 As evident from testimony o·f both Honold and Rood, the· railroad 
was very conscious· of its liability. Nonethe1ess,- it is possible 
that Consolidated might have been able to lease a portion of the 
lead over the drainage ditch from SP. There was p-recedent for 
this locally. Rood testified that SP had previously leased 
Chandler a 3S x 40 foot area on its right-of-way 'to store lumber 
when its yard got full. 5igni fican tly, Rood n~o-tia ted that 
lease with Stanley Brown and Elwin Newkirk, chairman of the 
Board and president, respectively, of Chandler, and not with 
Votruba. However, whether SP would have done so on an extended 
unrestricted basis is open to question since SP' was using the 
spur area in question daily to park mainline locomotives 
awaiting a turnaround for the trip back to· Los" An9'eles. from 
the Raymer Yard. The right to use the Chandler spur for this 
latter railroad purpose- came under the- original spur agreement 
McDonald Brothers and Chandler had with the railroad • 
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had. none of these written agreements, but J,n their .. s~.ead .~ould hav:~ 

us accept verbal aut.ho~l:!~:;~.~.l"':s,"~r l_es~ .. ~/ .... ... 
In today's litigious. society it strains. credibility to 

accept that responsible business executives would accept 

less than a formal written agre~_~ent ... o.efore.authoriz.ing .. another 
company to regularly use their property and facilities, in some.thing 

so fraught with potential liability exposure as unloading railcars. 
with scrap steel. It is si9nifieant here tha.t both the railroad 
an~ Chandler wanted more .. A one-shot accommodation 'was one thing, 

but regular continued use was another. Honold, ass·istant manager of 
SP's contracts department, testified that as a matter of company 

poliey,. the railroad. requires third-party agreement·s, essentially 
to protect the railroad from lia~ili ty.. Even R.O?~,. tb.e ~o~~er 
SP" agent and architect of the arrangement that did exist,. 

readily conceded that as a matter of business p·ractice, on a regularly 

continuin9 basis, the railroad wou'ld not continue to spot cars ~or 

delivery to a consignee on another company's. rail spur without a 

third-party agreement. In the last ten years of his employment with 

the railroad he knew of only two exceptions.. However,. in this 

situation Rood testified that things never got so far as ne9otiations 
for and working up. a third-party agreement,. that: 

~/ 

"I was working on a one-sho·t experimental movement. 
And when it didn't materialize,. i·t wasn't feasible 
to continue bringing in the scrap, I jus,t wrote 
it off as some business that I couldn't o.btain. 
I didn't tell him that now he is on spur track . 
and he can keep on bringing stuff in, because 

Melideo testified that Louis Borick, Superior Industries" 
presic:1ent, had verbally authorized use of the Chandle'r spur 
in· 1973-.. 1'0, substantiate this he introduced a letter· date.d 
January 14,. .l980,. confirming. that a 197..3 offer was made ... 

. 'Melideo stated that the consideration had been accommodations 
made to. Superior Industries at that time. Me1ic:1eo, also 
testified that Borick had told him that his lease with McDonald 
Brothers allowed such subletting-
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that isn't the way I do business. If I thought 
there would be future- movements, I would have 
gone through the procedure of getting a third 
party track agreement.~ 

Although Votruba, vice president purchasing agent of Chandler, 
apparently gave Rood permission on a ~.E1!!. 'basis to. spot the gondola 
shipments of scrap, Newkirk, president of Chandler, testified,that 
if ever his company would b.ave agreed to continued formal use of the 
spur lead, . . 

"I wouJ.d have to ha.ve some kind of agreement whereby 
we would be protected as far as the hold harmless 
clause. I would want insurance certificates and 
I also expect to· be reimbursed for cost in helping 
to maintain our spur, because we do spend money 
when we use the spur.~ 
The evidence is clear that in fact Melideo did not have 

agreement from all three essential parties for continued use 0,£ the 
Chandler lead spur. Nor did Consolidated have- an agreement with S? 
for the continued use of the S1> right-of-way property where the' 
unloading would have to be- performedw The language of the "'railhead'" 
definition in Item 11 of MRT' 2, 

...... a point at which facilities are maintained 
for. _ .the unloading of property from railcars-••• " 

is not broad enough to include situations.,. as here,. where the 
industry concerned does not have an agreement with the railroad and 
the spur owners for continued use of the f.a.cilities- where- the 
unloading mllst be performed. Accordingly, the- railroad right-of-way 
and the spur lea.d across· cabri to Road from Consolidated I g. p'roperty 
cannot constitute a "receiving area'''' within the meaning of the 
definition of "point of destination" in Item 11. The ConSOlidated 
plant itself c.oes not include "facilities for the unloading of property 
from railcars"', and therefore the transportation services performed 
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):)y Kooyman for Consolidated to the Arminta Street plant were not 
"transportation of the same kind and quantity ••• between the s:ame 

. ,,29/ pol.nts .... -

, . 

Supporting our doubts of the real depth of Mel ideo ' s 
conviction that his'Arminta Street facility w.as actually on-rail is 

the fact that after having supposedly established his statu~ through. 

Patton and Rood, and having received Patton's "'insurance" memo· of 
January 9, 197~ and the attending "'documentation"', l?-e nonetheless,. 
wh"en he engaged' Kooyman to truck in the shipments, testified that 
he had asked Kooyman to make sure and authenticate Consolidated·s 

status before Kooyman started. Kooyman testified that he "'assumed"" 
it was his company's responsibility as the p·rime carrier to- see 

whether Consolidated was on-rail before applying alternative rates. 

Kooyman, after talking' to Melideo, in affirming Melideo's, assertions 
of Consolidated"s on-rail status,. assertedly cnecked' fruitlessly' 

.---------------------
~I 

• 

In reaching our conclusions relating' to the railhead status of 
Consolidated, we have placed little reliance upon the testimony 
of the "expert" witness sponsored by respondent Kooyman. In . 
stating his qualifications, the "expert't testified that among 
other matters, he had performed an analysis of the monopoly 
poSition at issue in Alltrans Express (Application 54.997) 
resulting in a report he had presented in that matter~ 
AtJ Weiss was the ALJ in the Alltrans matter and recalled no, 
such participation... Checking, it developed that the role o·f 
this "expert~ in that matter had been, to put it kindlYr grossly 
puffed. The "'expert"' had neither appeared no·r presented 
testimony in Al.ltrans, but a10n9 witb well over 100 o·ther traffic 
personnel working' for less than truckload carriers· in california,. he 
merely had routinely completed a simple fo-rm summarizin9 data 
totals pertaining to movements between eachcar.rier's· 
terminals for use in a Commission staff survey. Such over
reaching here serves to render any of his testimony sadly susp-ect • 
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with a PUC r~presentative (unidentified) and talked to Patton at 
u.s. Steel. But he did not himself .. C;.h~~~/. nor did ~e know if his 

company had checked ~; 1;h th~railroad_. 

Thus it is that _Ko.0YI!la~,;~~~.d .with __ ~~._C!?estion 
whether Consolidated was on-rail for rating purposes, relied 
substantially upon opinions supplied him by the' consignor and consigne~ 
involved. Furthermore, even after lOSing the business to Conti Trucking 
as a result of Patton's blandishments to Melideo, whe~ he recovered . . 
tbe business after the Melideo-Patton falling out, and was .. told that 
Patton had said he would prove that Consolidated was not on-rail, 
Kooyman again was requested to check and make cer,tairi about the 
status. Again he relied upon the consignor. While we appreciate 
hiS. desire to recover the business. and the' perplexing situation 
presented by it,. as well as the fact that the Consolidated. carriage 
was, only a small part of his volume, the fact remains that the 
ultimate determination of what rates apply rests with the carrier. 
He does not have, to apply alternative rail rates, but if he does, 
electing to rely upon the shipper for necessary information ~o 
properly rate his loads, .. he must suffer t~e consequences. if the 
choice proves wrong (Investigation of Emmett Aiken (195,S:) S6 CPUC 

329" 331).. But here there is more. This issue .and this particular 
consignee were not new to this carrier. In 1972 in an earlier 
proceeding this same consignee officially had been determined,to be 
off-rail, and this carrier had been directed to collect an undercharge 
from Stelex on similar facts .. 2.2.1 ,Even' without the earlier 
instance, the physical fact of ·,.the····spu~r's· location ··ana· awarerie'ss 
of the Patton threat were sufficient to make Kooyman especially alert. 
His disregard of these warning fl,ags alone would have made application 
of rail rates a grossly negligent action, but when coupled, as, we will 
see .. with his partiCipation in the truck diversions,. his conduct 
becomes contemptuous. 

~I See footnote 11, supra. 
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Based UPOll the foresoin9, the Commission must conclude 
that Kooyman willfully violated PO' Coae § '366·4 by applyin9 
alternative rail rates to shipme"nts consigned to the Arminta Street 
facility of Consolidated, ther,eby evading minimum: rates applicable 
under MRT' 2 and incurring undercharges. 

Although potential consequences from it may now be 
academic, we woula be remiss were we not to review certain of th~ 
eviaence which inescapably poses the question: Was Melideo innocently 
led into a misunderstanding that Consolidated's Arminta· Street property . . 
was on-rail, or was this all an artfully orchestrated scheme carried' 
out to proviae Melideo with a seemin91y plausible foundation to
assert that Consolidated was on-rail? As staff argues, th:e evidence 
st:ongly supports the latter. 

It is very clear,. even assuming that he was unaware o,f the 
1972 Stelex undercharger that Melideo long had been concerned about 

• acce'Ss to a rail spur. In mid-1973 he worked out a deal with. Patton, 
. then U .5. Steel t s traffic manager a.t Pi ttsburg, to purchase plastics 
and steel scrap in railcar lots. But the deal allegedly depended upon. 
access to a contiguous rail spur for its economics.· In·pursuit of 

• 

it Meliaeo met Rood" the local SP agent,. and discussed the- problem" 
advising Rood that Borick at Superior Industries (MeDonald Brothers,I' 
sublessee and co-proprietor of the Chandler Spur) woula have no, 
objeetion to Consolidatea I s use of the- Chandler spur". In October'1973~;-'" 

Rood then telephoned Chandlerts president, Newkirk, asking about a 
possible trial use of the spur. While Rood denies this contact, 
Newkirk remembers it although he is hazy on the details. But in 
support of his recollection, Newkirk produced a daybook: wherein he 
records such calls (this one was be9un on August 13, 1973') and in 
that daybook: there was entered a sketchy outline of the content of 
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• 
the call. However, nothin~ came of this contact. Rood,. then recalling 

that much earlier on several occasions he had gotten:an OK from 

Chandler's purchasing agent-vice president Votruba for ano,ther company,. 

Lane, to spot a car on the spur, called Votruba and got a verbal OK 

to again spot a car or two- on a trial basis. (Votruba did' no,t testify 

and while Newkirk admits that Votruba may have done this, Newkirk 

stated Votruba had no authority to do so.) Assertedly with this OK . 

in hand, Rood informed Melideo,. who in turn contacted his friend . . 
Patton to order· two carloads of scrap from U.S. Steel. Patton, 

arranging shipment,. told SF-Oakland that Consolidated", the. interided 

consignee,. was on-rail, having authority to use the Chandler spur, 

and that Consolida,ted previously had used the' spur. SP-Oakland,. 

cheCJo.."'lg through,. channels, on December 10,. 1973 ·by speec1gram to SP

Los Angeles, asked: McGrail at SP-Los Angeles to confirm with Melideo 

if there had been prior use. But Rooc1 handled these matters in Los 

• Angeles for McGrail, and afte~ a c1ecent. interval, Rooc1.,.. using . . 

• 

McGrail's name, replied to SP-Oakland •.. Su_b~st~n t;ally -str~tching .-~atters,.. " 

Rood stated that SP-Los Angeles confirmed that Consolidated had taken 

delivery.of cars on that spur, and that the spur owners "have given 

permission for Consolidated Container and other neighbors to, use 

the lead because it does not interfere with their operation."' SP-
Oakland then advised Patton that he could p·roeeed. Friend' "Boyd"" 

then sent friend W"Al" the January 9, 1974 memo· stating·: "Th.is should, 

be sufficient to keep the POC off your back and consider yourself on 

Rail .. " This is the memo Melideo gave to Marsha to file with the 

notation "this is our protection for getting rail rates .. II' 
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.. 

On February 12~ 1974 Patton shipped two trial ,railcar loads 
of steel in gondolas,~1 and in due course these passed through SP's 
Raymer, Yard and were spotted for unloading on the Chandler spur. But 
then,. as Mel ideo, and Rood both stated,. gondola cars proved too 
difficul t to unload, and u.s. Steel would· ship only in gondolas .. 
Rood testified that when this problem wasexperienced r he ceased, 
the experiment and did not negotiate or prepare the necessary third-' 
party agreement.. His foot in the door, Melideo, to create an aura of 
legitimacy to t~e embryonic on-rail status, no~ virtual.ly still-born,.' 

" 

,on the strength of these trial shipment papers asked SP to, be put on 
Sp's authorized credit list (usually reserved for on-rail clls·tomers). 
On February 28, 1974 SP by form letter approved the request. Although 
he asserted that there were other rail shipments received,2l1 Melideo 
strangely enough produced only the two rail freight bills.noted above
and was very hazy in his recollection just when these other 
shipments had been received. ,'But, thereafter Consolidated received', 
its scrap steel from '0' .. 5. Steel by truck, using Kooyman and other 
carriers, and, on the strength of its asserted' on-rail status, 
receiving alternative rail rates rather than paying the applicable 
MRT 2 rates. Melideo would also have U'S believe from his testimony, 
contrary to the evidence discussed above, that Patton started the 

!;./ 

. E/ 

Melideo produced two freight bills. These covered the two' gondola 
car shipments, one by gondola' car SP 364122 and the other by 
gondola car SF 33043$,. both shipped February 12, 197'4.. The loads 
were of steel sheets (Waybills Nos. .. 21964 and 2196,)'·, respectively) r 
conSigned to Consolidated "'C/o Chandler lead spur"' from cr • .$. .. Steel,. 
Pittsburg • 

• 

Melideo recalled, but produced no,thing to corrooo'rate his general 
recollection,. that he received about four railcars in. 1973 (before 
the two gondola shipments), and four additional carloads after .. 
But this completely conflicts, in time and in fact, with Rood's 
testimony, and witn part of Melideo's own testimony and the 
documentation he introduced from SF and Patton. Mel ideo, had no
authority to use the Chandler spur before Rood obtained Votruba's 
approval for a trial use for the two gondola cars· • 
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SP-Oakland-tos Angeles shell game exchange, designed to make it appear 
that Melideo was being "convinced" then that Consolidated was' on-rail, 
after the trouble with the two gondola loads·. 

In addition,. it appears to us that Rood's examination on 
the "computer numbers'" with reference to· SI>'s spotting system for 
railcars was only entered into evidence in an attemp,t to give a 
further aura of legitimacy to Melideo's previously noted hazy recollection 
of having received other rail shipments with SF's blessing, and to' 
explain how this might be accomplished without the existence o·f a 
third-party agreement .. However,. on cross-examination the so-called 
Wcomputer numbers w turned out to be no more than handwritten entries 
which customarily are entered into appropriate Southern Pacific 
Identification Number Systems (SPINS) books, books used by train 
operato'rs to automatically route railcars to a specific spur. 
Whether Rood's recollected instructions ever got entered by the 

• Raymer Yard or were ever used if they did get, entered we do not. know .. 

• 

No SPINS book with such entry was introduced into, evidence.. Apart 
from Melideo's hazy recollection we have no evidence of shipments by 
rail apart from the two gondola carloads.. We find, it significant 
that the only freight bills Consolidated saw fit to' produce, or was 
able to' prod\lce, were the two pertaining to the gondola loads .. 

Did KOOyman and Consolidated, through the device of false 
documentation and billing, respectively provide and obtain transportation 
for property at less than the applicable minimum rates and charges 
established or aPl?roved by the Commission? The answer, as we will 
see, must be yes, and here the pivO'tal significance o'f the Van Nuys 
on-rail subterfuge becomes apparent. Since the Consolidated plants 
located in Sun Valley and Van Nuys are both located within Metropolitan .. 
Zone 204, as defined in the Commission Distance'l'able 8:, and since both are 
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approximately equidistant from the nearest applicable SP team track,. 
off-rail rates from U .. S. Steel in Pittsburg fo'r delivery to, either 
destination would be the same.. But, were- the Van Nuys plant 
determined t~, be ,o~_r,~~l,-.,j;r~ck_.d.~~_i.v~F";e.~,,_:t:~ _that._p.~~~~, ~?U~~_,~!, , 
entitled to the lower alternative rail rate,. whereas truck deliveries 
to the Sun Valley plant cannot obtain rail rates. Therefore, if truck 
shipments could be consigned to an on-rail Van Nuys address and the 
transportation, ,paid for at the lower alternative rail rates, but the 
shlpments were actually to be diverted to an off-rail SUll Valley 
address, which should pay the full ~ 2 truck rates, the savings to 
ConSOlidated over a period of time would be substantial. And, this 
was the fraud that Melideo and Kooyman, perpetrated .. 

. Here,. during staff"s,· ini'tial survey of the Kooyman operations, 
and as a result of discrepancies perceived on the faces of certain o,f 
the freight bills looked at,. s,taff determined' that some o,f the 

• deliveries apparently had been made to the Sun Valley location rather 
than to the Van Nuys' location listed and set forth in the freight 
bills and other documentation. Questioned by staff, Kooyman and hi,s 
dispatcher steadfastly denied knowledge of any such diversions.. But 
when staff prodded further and queried some of the' subhaulers' used, 
certain of these confirmed that many deliveries had indeed been made 
to Sun Valley, and as a regular practice .. It also.was turned up- that 

•• 

deliveries. were made to, certain other locations as·well. 
At the hearing, despite vigorous obfusca~ory, 

tactics by respondents, staff-, in support of its char9'es that 
numerous shipments s'et" forth' inEXh;(bi't'''6'''h'ad-'been ,d'eliver'ed--' 
to destinations other than those stated on the documentation purporting 
to cover the deliveries, introduced testimony from, four subhaulers 
who were subpenaed for that purpose.. Norman C. Brock:, questioned 
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about 6 loads censigned to. Van'Nuys, was vagueabeut ene, but stated 
that his sen delivered two. ethers, and that he had delivered the 
remaining three. But he delivered them net to., Van Nuys, but to.' Sun 
Valley. He said he did this after being teld to de s~ by Censolidated 
persennel after he shewed up at Van Nuys with. the first lead... He 
said' t.."ley had even drawn a map to. assist him to., get to.· Sun Valley via 
a back way. He further testified that later other drivers, had 
infermed him that all pup ceil loads went to. Sun Valley.. Clarence 
Keathley, quest~oned about four loads consigned to. Van NuyS,. testified 
that he was teld by either ,":SOb o.r Steve", Koeyman employees,~1 to. 
deliver all four loads to Sun Vall~y and that he did so'~ He said he· 
was given the Sun Valley address and teld to. exit the freeway in 
Sun,Valley at Penrese Avenue (the exit intersects ene block away 
with Bradley AvenlJe where Censelidated is lecated in Sun. Valley) .. 
Richard C. Leslie,. queried abeut feur leads conSigned to Van Nuys" 

• testified that lie delivered' ene to' Van Nuys but could ne,t recall a 
second lead~ Two., ether loads were delivere~ by drivers in turn 
engaged by him. His ~ecerds were all destreyed in a fire.. The last 
subhauler called, Jack Marchio., questioned abeut six- leads censigned 
to. Van Nuys, testified to. delivering ene lead there and felJr ethers 
to. Sun Valley.· He stated that a Keeyman employee, he recalls it 
being James Del Carlo ,.2.!/ teld h.im to. de so'~ He alsc> believed he 
had delivered the 6th lead tc> Sun Valley, baSing his recollectien 

• 

Bob McCullock was the Chief dispatcher for Keoyman. 
also dispatched at times. 

Steve McGee 

~/ Del Carle" altheugh depreciated and described as a mere yardsman 
by the younger Kooyman, was obvieusly far mere. He filled out 
and signed slJbhaul contracts fer Keeyman,. and did seme dispatching • 
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on the fact that Steve Estrada, the Raders' forklift operator at 
Sun Valley, had receipted it. 

Many of the delivery tags in Exhibit 6· bear ~e., signature 
of "N. Rader'" or "S. Estrada" ... Both work for' George 'Rader, who, when 
called by the staff, testified that "most'" of h.is sh.eet metal sub
contract work for Consolidated'was- performed at SUn Valley. Rader 
signed for some loads, but stated he does not see well without glasses 
and does not concern himself with consignee addresses on delivery 
tass. Rader t~stified that when he or his, daughter 'Nancy had to· be 

away and a 10ad- came in at Sun Valley, his employee Steve Estrada 
would unload and would call one of them to sub.sequently process the 
metal. Staff also called Nancy Rader, who· testified she received and 
proCessed loads at both Sun Valley and Van NUys.. In a deposition 
taken a scant two weeks before the hearing, Nancy Rader stated that a 
Kooyman employee would telephone whenever a load was to be delivered 
the next day and advise where it would arri v,e so she could arrange 
accordingly_ But at the hearing she sought unconvincingly to' recant, 
asserting that such was the current practice, ,whereas at the time 
in issue she had always learned from Consolidated when and where 
shipments would come in. She insisted' that almost all loads came in 
to Van Nuys, but she could not reme~er any shipment in particular. 
Her testimony was faltering and hesitant,. and' contradictory in 
details to that of her father and subhauler witnesses.35/ The ALJ, 
with ample opportunity to couple her demeanor at the hearing with her 
testimony, and to contrast the sum of these with the consistent thrust 
of her statements. in the deposition, concluded that the contents of 
the deposition better reflected the situation existing at the time 
the shipments set forth in Exhibit 6 were received. We adopt his, 

~/ One of the subhaulers o:nPetently" described Nancy Rader, and ,. testified 
that Sun Valley was the only location at which he ever saw her • 
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on the fact that Steve Estrada, the Raders' forklift operator at 
Sun Valley, had receipted it. 

Many of the delivery tags in Exhibit 6 bear the signature 
of "N. Rader'" or "S. Estrada" •. Both work for George 'Rader, who, when 
called by the staff, testified that "most'" of his sheet metal sub
contract work for Consolidated was, performed at SUn valley. Rader 
si9ned for some loads, but stated he does not see well without glasses 
and does not concern himself with consignee addresses on clelivery 
ta9s. Rader t~stified. that when he or his claughter'Nancy had to be 
away and a load came in at Sun Valley, his employee Steve Estrada 
would unload and would eall one of them to subsequently process the 
metal. Staff also called Nancy Rader, who, testified she received and 
processed loads at both Sun Valley and Van NUys. In a deposition, 
taken a scant two weeks before the hearin9, Nancy Rader s,tated that a 
Kooyman employee would telephone whenever a load was to be delivered 
the next clay and advise where it would arriv,e so she could arrange 
accordingly. But at the hearing she sought unconvincingly to- recant, 
asserting that such was the current practice, whereas at the time 
in issue she had always learned from Consolidated when and where 
shipments would come in. She insisted' that almost all loads came in 
to Van NUys, but she could not remem1?er any shipment in particular. 
Ber testimony was faltering ancl hesitant, and contradicto-ry in 
details to that of her father and subhau1er witnesses_~/ The ALJ, 
with ample opportunity to couple her demeanor at the hearing with her 
testimony, and to contrast the sum of these with the consistent throst 
of her statements in the deposition, concluded that the contents of 
the deposition better reflected the situation existin9 at the time 
the shipments set forth in Exhibit 6 were received .. ' We adopt his, 

35/ One of the subbaulers carPetently described Nancy RaC:ler ,and testified 
that Sun Valley was the only location at which he ever saw her • 
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conclusion. The gist of her deposition may be summed up in the 
following extract taken from it: 

. . "' . 

Ouestl:on: ~ut some one from Kooyman would call 
you and say it will be whatever' number 
of truckloads arriving at a certain 
Consolidated location and you would go, 
there and the trucks would come in at 
that point? 

Answer: "Rightp They would call, they would 
call when they load them and I would 
go. That is correct.'t 

Melideo's assertions that during the period at issue all 
truckloads were supposed to be delivered to Van Nuys are just not 
believable. Clearly, from the evidence presented, while some ship
ments did go to Van NUys, numerous others not only went to Sun Valley, 
but it had been intended that they were t.o- go there and arrangements, 
had been made by Kooyman and/or Consolidated to' that resul t. As we 
have heard,in one instance a Consolidated employee had even sketched 
out a map to aid in the diversion when delivery came to- Van NUys 
through the driver's innocent reliance upon his delivery tag address. 
It is sU9gested that the misdeliveries were unilateral acts- by sub
haulers-. But misdeliveries to Sun Valley in the number made could 
not have happened without strong reaction, and there is not an iota 
of evidence to support the possibility of subhauler diversions .. 
Furthermore, from his statements and demeano,r at the' hearing ,it was 
ab~ndantly clear that Melideo runs Consolidated, and that he is not 
the type of individual who would- have stood fo'r that~ In addition, 
Nancy Rader testified that truckloads came to bo,th facilities. We 
have already determined that she was regularly informed: ·in advance . 
from Kooyman concerning which location trucks were cOming to". George 
Rader testified that "most" of their Consolidated wo·rk. was at Sun 
Valley.-' Many' of 'the- delivery tags 'we're'- receipted bY' Steve' Estraoa'~' 
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" . 

who" according to George Rader, was his man at Sun Valley, and who 
was id.entified by several subhaulers as being the forklift operator 
wbo unload.ed them at Sun valley. Finally, a number of "the shipper's 
bills of lad.ing (and. even delivery. tags) show that still other truck
load.5- were d.elivered to Rich Steel and Mace Metals, both located at 
locations other th'an either Van.Nuys (the ostensible consignee add.re~s) 
'or Sun Valley. 

For their part, the Kooymans vigorou'sly assert that neither . , ' 

they nor their employees had knowledge that shipments, consigned to., 
Consolidated at Van NUys were being delivered to Sun Valley. They 
went on plaintively to state that they had received no' complaints 
to alert them! But this is nonsense.. Who· was to complain?' It was 
all'going just as Consolidated. wanted and had planned for, and as 
Kooyman had compliantly agreed to. The subhaulers did as they were 

• 

instructed. As one stated relevant to tne diversions, be did "'not 
. really care, where the stuff went. It' 'I'he subhaulers would have- go·tten 
the same payment for a' delivery to- either location, 'and besides,. as 

• 

was pointed out in another context, it was quicker to be unloaded ' 
at Sun Valley. Kooyman employees prepared or caused p'reparation o·f 
the documentation for the transpertation to. be provided and engaged 
the subhaulers used. In some instances Kooyman employees personally 
instructed these subhaulers to maKe the delivery to an address other 
~~an that documented; one even told subhauler Keathley which 
exi t to use to r'e"ach th'e'Sun Valley facil i ty, al though' the' 
delivery was consl8'ned to- Van Nuys,.. Kooyman employees routinely 
telephoned Nancy Rader in advance of,dispatc~ing shipments so 
she would Know where to anticipate a delivery. Are w~ 
also to believe that it was by chance that truckloads" consignea to' 
Consolidated at Van Nuys instead arrived at Mace Metals or Rich Steel, 
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or that truckloads billed as being picked up at u.s. Steel in Pittsburg 
were actually picked up at United Can in Hayward, or Metal Purchasing 

Company in Oakland? 

For these reasons, as stated earlfer, we conclude that 

Kooyman, in violation of PlJ Code §§. 366,4, 3667, and 3668; and ' 

Consolidated, in violation of PO' Code § 3669, using the devices of 

false documentation and billing in conjunction with willful mis

rep-resentation of the off-rail statllS of Consolidated, respectively 

pr~vided and obtained transportation for p'roperty at less than the 
app-licable :minimim rates and charges established or app'roved by this 

Commission. In view of the evidence we have determined that the 
"' ~ ... __ .. - --.... - .... ~ .... 

total of. the, undercharges rep.re~eI?-te<l, I?ythe . freight' bil~.s~_.~_,-=~', .. " 
included in the OIl as they'relate to" the Kooyman-Co,nsolidated . .,., .. . -. . . - .. ., . -. -

• 

• 

trans'OOrtation is $13,879 .. 52.. These undercharges are set 'fo,rth ... ~ . -- .. .-

in detal.l' in Exhibi,t 8:.. Onder'pU Code S 3aOO, the Commission 

will order imp-osi tion. of 
Kooyman will be required 

'36/ 
from Consolidated .. --

a S13.,8'79.5,;2" fine upon Kooyman,.ari~. ' 
to collect undercharges in a like--amount .. _-_ ..... 

.... -
But the matter cannot rest there.. The detailed and 

dovetailing corollary preparation o,f the off-rail sllbterfuge at Van 

Nuys, the span of time involved, the number of truckloads, the' 

conforming cooperation of Kooyman resulting in the consis,tent 
~attern of diverted d'eiiveries to' Sun: Valley' all convince 

this Commission that the practices here uncovered were more than an 

occasional lapse or the mere consequence of sloppy supervision on 

the part of both Kooyman and Melideo. The evidence compels the 

conclusion that it was a calculated scheme in which Kooyman and 

Melideo were active partners; a scheme o,f deception concocted and 
operated for the express purpose of evading the minimum' rate ta.-riffs 

36/ See footnote 9,-supra • 
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by disguising deliveries to a known and accepted off-rail destination 
at Sun Valley by means· of deliberate false documentation which 
purportea to show delivery to an entirely different destination, 
one which upOn casual or superficial examination would appear to, be 
on-rail, but which in fact was not only off-rail, but was known to. be 

off-rail by both Kooyman and Melideo. 
Under PU Code S 3774, the Commission has autho,rity to cancel,. 

revoke, or suspend the operating authority o·f any highway carrier . . 
for violations,. or in the alternative, impose a fine not to exceed 
$5,000. The- Commission does. not usually favor revocations or 
suspensions of operating authority unless there has been pre-sent some 
voluntary act in defiance of our statutes, Commission orders,. etc. 
(Kinzel (1967) 66 CPOC 816) or The reason is th.at such punitiv~ action 
causes abrupt discontinuance or interruption of a carrier's ope-rations" 
seriously inconveniencing those shippers otherwise regularly served 
by the carrier, about which service there have been no complaints .. 
It also means the loss of a number of jobs and may deprive the permit 
holder of his livelihood. Therefore, fines are usually relied upon 
ur.less the severity of the offense or repeti tion 0·£ offenses shows. 
that revocation or suspension of operating authority appears to be 
the only means of bringing about compliance with our statutes',. orders,. 
etc. 

However, the Commission has also 'considered' falsifi
cation of doeumentation to be a most serious offense,EI one that 

371 - The issuance by the ·ca'rrier.of. a freight bil:l.which contains 
all the informatioll;..:neeessary to determine whethero,:r:: '" , 
not the' established' minimum r..tes are' applicable" is obviously 
essential to proper-'enfoi'cement' (In -re Rates, Rules - '.--
& R ulationso·f CommonCarriers&: 'Hi hwa Carriers (193:8;) 41 
CRe urt ermore, t e over y~ng carr~er ~s responsibl~ 
for any errors or omissions in documentation irrespective,of 
whether he, a sUbhauler, a shipper, or anyone else p·repares it 
(Leonard F. Schempp (1966) 66 CPuC 578) • 
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sho~ld. be, pUl?'i.s~ed. by th~ imposition of suspensions o~ heavy f~ne~, 
(In 're Minimum Rate T'ariff7 (1964) 64 CPtiC 689: La Marr Dum~ Truck 

Service' (1966) 66 CPtiC· ~37) '.. In this instance our s·taff has recommended 
most strongly that in view of the gravity of Kooyman's offense', all 
of Kooyman's operating autho,rities should be suspended for. 2'0 days,. 
believing that a mere monetary fine is not enough. Staff notes that 
90 to· 9S% of Kooyman "s ~perations are conducted through subhaulers·; 
accordingly, innocent parties such as these subhaulers would be 

~ .. , I 

re'latively unaffected as they could continue to, haul during the 
suspension period, although it would be' for another prime 
carrier . __ .,. ___ .. ,w-_ •• _, .... ___ ,~_. _ T'" T •• , •. _____ , ~ .. ____ .-~ ____ ... ____ - __ ...,.... 

We conclude that the evidence showS tt'lthing less" than. a clear intent on the 
part of ~~ ~-partici~t;·-;;~t~~~~y ~d fully witit-~lid~~-in .th;s schen-e to __ 
circumvent and disregard the minimum rate tariff.. Furthermore, 
Kooyman's persistence, through the investigation and during th.is 
protracted hearing,. in attempts to conceal falsification of documents,. 
as for example, in the Sun' Valley diVersions, only serves· to shoW' 
continuing disdain for Commission authority. Carriers such as 
Kooyman must be made to realize that falsification 'o,f documents will 
not be tolerated. In this instance the violations were- not sporadic 
occurrences~ on .the contrary they were' routine and came to, represent 
a consistent pattern with respect to Consolidated.. Kooyman is: a 
repeat offender. More than a mere monetary fine is indicated~ 
imposition of the maximum fine permitted under PU Code S 3774 would 
not be a sufficient deterrent. Therefore, we will adopt staff's 
recommendation and suspend all of Kooyman's operating authorities 
for a period of 20 calendar days. In. addition,. seeing the disre<jard 
for the Code which the Kooyman-Consolidated combination appears tc 
nurture, we will impose a further cooling-off period, and also order 
Kooyman not to serve Consolidated for an additional period of three 
months • 
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We re9ret that as a consequence of the working of the 
Statute of Limitations, it appears we cannot 'reach Consolidated and/or 
Melideo to impose civil penalties. under pl'J'Code § 3804 for its and/or 
his nefarious role in these violations. 

. ... - .. 
Findings 'of 'Fact -

I. During 1977 and 1978' Kooyman was engaged in the business 
of transporting property for compensation upon the public highways 
under a radial. highway co~o.n car:~ier permit,_~ssue_d, F~?r.~~EY __ ~" _ .. __ . ____ ~ __ .. _ 
1960. 

2. Kooyman was served with all applicable minimum rate tariffs 
and the distance tables, together with all supplements and additions:. 

3. On various dates in 1978 staff conducted a routine 
investigation into the ope-rations, rates, and practices of Kooyman 
relative to transportation services provided by Kooyman to Ralston 
from October 11,. 1977 through AprilS·, 1978, to Doolan from 
February 28, I97S through, March 24, 1975', and to, Con:301idated from. 
Octooer S, 1977 through March 15 .. , 19'7S. 

4. Staff's investigation disclosed that Kooyman had assessed 
and collected from Ralston, Doolan, and Consolidated rates and 
charges less than the applicable ~ 2 rates and charges, resulting 
in a1l~ed undercharges of $87,872,.04, $98:2.15" and $13,8'79.5,2', 
res~etively_ 

S. As a consequence of staff's investigation, the 
Commission on its own motion on May 8';--i979 instituted' this 
proceeding, OIl 44, naming Kooyman, Ralston, 'Doolan, and- Consolidated 
as respondents ... 

6. Public hearing on the issues was held on various days 
between October 30, 1979 and March 12, 1980, with the matter' being 
submitted for decision on May 12,. 1980 upon. receipt o,f briefs • 
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7- Early in the public hearing, Kooyman, Ralston, and staff 
joined in a stipulation which essentially comp·romised the issues in 
that part of then alleged undercharged shipments relating to the 
Ralston tin plate shipments, while ac:lopting staff's c:letermination of ' 
the undercharges relating to the Ralston fro-zen fish and canned goods 
shipments at issue. 

S'. The stipulation between Kooyman, Ralston, and staff is an 
equitable and just resolution of the issues. It pr,ovides that Kooyman .. 
charged and col:lected from Ralston a total of $25,6,79 .. 15- .less than th~ 
lawfully prescribed minimum rates, that there was no, false documentation 
or billing involved in the Ralston transportation, and that Kooyman 
should collect the $25,:6,79.15- undercharges from Ralston .. 

9.. The minimum rates and charges applicable to the Deol'an 
shipments as computed by s·taff and set fo-rth in Exhibits· 7 and 11 
are correct .. 

,10- As detailed in Exhibits 7 and 11, Kooyman charged and 
cOllected from Doolan a total of $98:2.15 less. than the lawfully 
prescribed minimum rates. 

11. There was presented no evidence of culpability on the part 
of either Kooyman or Doolan pertaining to the shipments Kooyman 
transported at less than minimllm rates fo'r Doolan .. 

12.. Consolidated failed to make a p·rima fa'oie case of an 
illegal entry or'search of its Van Nuys or Sun Valley premises . 
to support its motion that this Commission should inVOke the 
exclusionary rule to reject the testimony and/or evidence of witnesses 

Paasche or Morris~ 
13. There was. insufficient evidence to support any finding o·f 

Conti Xrucking-staff complicity involved in the staff investigation 
or in this proceedin9-
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14. The facts that Consolidated was' not advised earlier of 

its off-rail status by staff,. or that Paasche inadvertently' retained 

a copy of the 1972 spur track report,. do' not serve to depr,ive 

Consolidated of any right guaranteed under either the federal_"or._". ,_ --0' _r. __ .. _ "0 ..... ____ +_<.,. __ - .••• ~ ____ , .,_~._ 

state consti tutioo __ to-be confronted ~,uri.ng i.nv:.~,~_tfga.!=~,5?~~_.,_" 

15. There, is, no, california Rule of Professional Conduct,. or 

ethica,l standard in, the AInerican Bar,. Association· s Code of 

~ofessio~l Responsib;l.ity, .that. p:r,ohibits,communication by .. __ '_" __ ' __ 

staff cou.ns.~l,.without .conser;.~, of .opposin~ ~o~ri~elwith .a_ .. ~;,~!:~~s, __ ' 
for an adverse party, even though a second adverse party subsequently 

_. T_'.. • •• • ,_ •• __ .". •.• • _ 

elects to call the same wi tness .. 

15. within the physical confines o,f its Van Nuys' property, 

Consolidated did not maintain facilities for the unloading of 

property from rail cars. 

17. Melideo at ail times relevant was aware that 
Consolidated t's"'-Van NUy,S' property" was off;,:r.~_~l ,.,as'was -the Sun Valley 
property. 

18. Melideo's original dealings with Patton,. Rood,. and Votruba 
were entered into in an effort to enable Consolidated to- obtain 

scrap steel shipments from U.S. Steel by rail via the Chandler spur. 

19. Melideo" Rood, and Patton, acting in concert,. subverted the 

SP verification process to enable Consolidated to receive the initial 
two trial rail shipments from u.s. Steel in February 1974 on the 
Chandler spur. 

20. When the initial two trial rail shipments by gondola cars 

in February 1974 proved the unfeasibility of unloading scrap shipped 

by rail, Melideo carried through, to obtain SP credit arrangements to,' 

create an impression that Consolidated was entitled to- and would, 

continue to- receive rail shipments" whereas Melideo really was, seeking 
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a cover behind which thereafter he could apply on-rail rates 
for continuin9 shipments of steel to be made,. not by rail, but by 
truck to Consolidated's Van Nuys plant. 

21. Melideo then used the on-rail cover created for the 
Van Nuys property to provide a subterfuge behind which, and with. 
the collusion of highway carriers including Kooyman,. many truck 
shipments could be diverted to Sun Valley while applying the Van Nuys 
on-rail rates. 

22. Meli~eo, in collusion with Kooyman, caused falsification ' 
to be made of the documentation covering most of the shipments at issue 
to show delivery ,to Van Nuys while arranging and causing the 
actual delivery to be made to· Sun Valley and other locations. 

23. Melideo and Kooyman were active partners in a calculated 
. scheme of deception concocted and operated for the exp~ess purpose 
of evading the minimum rate tariff through extensive use,of false 

• documentation and subterfuge in diverting truck shipments consigned 
to· Van Nuys to Sun Valley. 

• 

24. The only rail deliveries to Consolidated over the Chandler 
spur track which can in any sense be deemed to have been autho·rized 
by both the Ch.,.ndler spur owners and SP', were the two trial shipments 
of steel scrap in gondola'cars from u.s .. Steel in Feb,ruary 1974. 

25. Since Consolidated had no enforceable contractual 
authorization (i.e., third-party agreement) which entitled it to a 
continuing usage of not only the Chandler ra'il spur but also the SP 
right-of-way property across Cabrito· Road (where any unloading of 
rail cars would have to be performed), ConSOlidated ,·s Van Nuys 
property cannot be deemed to· include any contiguous property upon 
which facilities for the unloading of prope-rty from rail cars are 
maintained. 

26. Kooyman had repeated indications that the Consolidated 
property at Van Nuys was no,t on-rail, and ~fter learning o-f the 
Patton threat, was under a particular obligation to verify fo,r 
himself.the actual situation. 

27. Kooyman employees, while consigning shipment after ship
ment to Consolidated at Van NUys, and ~pplying rates assertedly 
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slightly higher than on-rail rates,. repeatedly and' by design. diverted., . , 

the subhaulers transporting many of the truckloads, of steel to 

Consolidated at Sun Valley. 
28'... Nancy Rader' ~nd her father subcontracted receiving and 

sheet metal processing services. to Consolidated,. primarily at Sun" 

Valley. 
29. Kooyman emp-loyees would reqularly telephone Nancy Rader 

before cUspatching truckloads of steel scrap" thereby alerting her 
in advance of 'their arrival and actual destination'point .. 

30. The minimum rates and charges applicable to the Consolidated 
shipments, as computed and set forth in Exhibits 6 and S, are correct. 

31. Kooyman and/or' ,his employee's workin9 under his direction 
repeatedly falsified or caused the falsification cf shipping documents, 
and chars~ and collected from Consolidated for the- transportation
furn·ished a total of $13,879 .. S2 less than the lawfully p'rescribed 

• minimum. rates .. 
32. Kooyman is a repea,t offender. 

• 

33.. Imposition of the maximum monetary fine permitted under 
PO Code- S 3·774 would not be a sufficient deterrent against future 

offenses .. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Kooyman violated Ptr Code 5,S 3664 and ~737 by reason of 
undercharC]ing fo~ the transportation services furnished Ralston. 

2. Kooyman should pay a fine under PO'· Code §. 38~OO in the 

amount of $2S,679~lS 
3. Kooyman should collect from Ralston the differenee 

between the charges collected and the proper charses 
as determined under the stipulation, in the amount of $25,,67.9.15 

under PU Code § 3800 • 
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4. With respect to the transportation services provided 
Ralston no other penalties or sanctions are warranted. 

5. Kooyman violated PU Code § 3664 by reason of undercharging 
for the transportation services furnished Doolan. 

6. Kooyman should pay a fine under PO Code §, 38:00 in the , 
amount of $982.1S. 

7. Kooyman should be ordered to collect from Doolan the . 
difference between the charges collected and the proper charges in 
the amount of $.98·2.l5 under PU Code § 3g00 .. 

8. With respect to the transportation services provided 
Doolan no other penalties or sanctions are warranted. 

9. No basis was shown for the Commission to· decline to accept 
jur'isdiction or to dismiss the proceedings insofar as they relate 
to the Kooyman-Consolidated transportation. 

10. Consolidated's motion to exclude testimony or evi'dence of 
witnesses Paasche and/or Morris was correctly denied •. 

11. Consolidated was not ~epriv.ed of .the cons:titutional ,right 
of early confronta.tion. 

12. There was no misconduct on the part of staff counsel in 
communicating with an adverse party's witness without consent of 
opposing counsel during the course of the hearing. 

13. Consolidated's Sun Valley facility was not on-rail as 
that term was contemplated under Item 11 of MRT 2. 

14.. At no time during the time at issu~was Consolidated's 
Van Nuys Arminta Street facility on-rail as that term was contemp,1ated 
under Item 11 of MRT 2 • 
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15. Kooyman. violated' PU 'Code SS 3664,. 3667, and 36,68 by reason 
of undercharging for the transportation services furnished Consolidated, 

and by _ using ~0WJ:? ,~alse billing~_ _, , ... 
15. Kooyman should pay a fine under PU- Code- S38'00 in the amou,nt 

of S13,879.5,2. 

17. Kooyman should be ordered to' collect from Consolidated the 
cll:-fference between 'the ,charges collected and the proper charges in 
the amount of S13 ,879 .52 under PO: Code S 3:8-00. 

lS. All Kooyman's operating authorities should be suspended" 
under PU Code § 3774, for a period of 20 calendar days • 

. 19. Kooyman should be ordered not to s-erve Consolidated for 
an additional period of three months. 

20.. Kooyman should be directed to cease and desist from 
violating the rates and the rules of the Commission. 

21. Consolidated violated PU Code S 3659. 

22. The Statute of Limitations applicable t~ the efforts of 
permitted carriers to collect undercharges is that 'set forth in 
PU- Code S 3571, and the time from which the cause of action accrues 
under S 3671 is the effective date of the Commission decision finding 
the existence of undercharges, not the date of delivery or tender of 
delivery., 

ORDER - - - --
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pete J. Kooyman shall pay a fine in the aggregate sum 
of $40,540.82 to this Commission under PU Cocle S 3800 on or before 
the 40th day after the effective date of this order ... 
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2. Pete J. Kooyman properly collected from respondent 
shipper R.3.1ston PurinD. .Comp.:tny and is ordered to collect from 
=cspond~nt shippers Doolan Industries, Inc. and ConSOlidated 
Container Corpor.:ttion (Consolidated) the difference between the 
charges collected and the charges due .:ts set forth respectively in 
Findings 8, 10, and 31 D.bovc ;)no chall proeeco promptly,. diligcntly, 
and in good f.:lith to pursue olll rca.sonable mCo'lcurcc to collect unpaid 
undercharges, having due regD.rd to Conclusion of taw 22 above. In 
the event the underch.:trges ordered to be collected by this order, 
or any p.:lrt of such undercharges, rem.:lin uncollected 60 doys after 
the effcctivc c"'tc- of this order, respondent Pete J. Kooyman shall 
file with the Commission, on the first Monday of each month after 
the end of the 60 days, a report of the undcrch.:trges remaining to' 
be COllected, specifying the D.ction tJ.ken to COllect such undercharges 
and the result of such action, until such undercharges have b~en 
collected in f1.l11 or until furth~r ordcr of the CommissiO'n. Failure 

• to file any such monthly report wi thin lS Clays .lfter the due date 
shall result in the ol1tomatic suspension of respondent's operating 
authority until the report is filed. 

3. Pete~. Kooyrn~n is placed on notice th~t failure to collect 
the und~rch~rges will not serve .lS an equitable cause for a reduction 
in the undercharge fine under PU Code § 3800. 

4 .. Pete J. Kooymon sha.ll ce,,-se ana oesist from chargin9 and 
collecting compensation for the transportation of property or for 
any service in connection therewith in <l. lcsser.omount,th~n.the minimum 

, II!, • t ..' • .; l ~ • " ~'.. 

rates and chorges prescribed by this CO'romi'Cs~n., ~oi" from· u'S'ing. false 
'; 'f'''' J • .. ... t'·,' .~:, ,. :,1. 'o': 

billing devices .,.," .:.- ' ... 

S. All operating authorities issu;ed to l?~te J •. Koo~'man ~re 
, 'i (. ~-I' .. 
I I ., I ~, .... 

suspended for ,:) pcriod of 20 consccut:r.ve."oay,scommonc:l.ng .. on Ithe; effectiv~ 
• '" '" ~ .. '" ' • I' .-• .' ' .. ,I I ~'.'" -'.': -' ..... ~ ,,<~- - ......... >" 

date of this order .. 
" ,. ~ 

• 
. . 

. .... ," .. "J 
"" .. ,.1 • / to-.. r~ 
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6. Pete J. Kooyman shall eease ana aesist from offering or 
performing any transportation services to Consolidated for a period 
of three months commencin9 upon expiration of the 20-day suspension 
period set forth in Ordering Paragraph. s. 

'rhe Executive Director shall have this o'rder personally,', 
served upon respondent Pete J. Kooyman and served by'mail upon all 
other respondents. 

The order shall become effeetive for each respondent 
30.aays after order is served. 

Dated MAY 41982 , at San Franciseo, Califo'rnia .. 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

ALJ's Ruling on Consolidated's 
"Fruit of ·the Poisoned Tree'" 'Objection 

"Violations under the Public Utilities' Code are not 
penal code violations; rather, they are civil offenses punish
able as set forth in the Public Utilities Code.. Administrative 

I • 

proceedings such as· the instant proceeding are conducted to 
determine whe'ther prohibited acts were committed a'nd what should 
be the indicated punishment if the acts were done.. These proceed
ings partake in part the nature of a quasi-criminal proceeding. 

"The primary objective of evidentiary rules is to protect 
those who may be factually innocent~ by requiring credible, 
probative evidence. But although evidentiary rules are' relaxed 
in our administrative hearings,. that fact has no bearing on the 
applicability of exclusionary rules in administrative proceedings. 

"Exclusionary rules arise out of the Fourth Amendment 
to the Federal Constitution~ which amendment prohibits,. as 
relevant here, unreasonable searches. The rules'developed out 
of the WONG SON decision (Wong Sun v U .5. (196,3.) 371 Us. 471) ,. 
holding that the fruit of the poisoned tree should be suppressed; 
that evidence obtained as the consequence of an illegal search 
should not be allowed into the record as it is evidence obtained 
in violation of constitutional due process. Its primary develop
ment has been in the criminal law arena. In California,. wnil~ 
the courts have applied the exclusionary rules· to civil proceedings 
which were imbued with quasi-criminal aspects, in certain instances .. 
illegally obtained evidence which was neither coerced nor Obtained 
in ways. that shock th(.~ conscience has been held to. be admissible. 

"Further, in Californ.ia,. the State Supreme Court bas 
held that exclusionary rules are not part of administrative due 
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process. However, the court has also held that circumstances 
can exist under which fundamental due process· requirements could 
not countenance' the use of evidence which. is unlawfully obtained 
in such a proceeOing conducted by a government 'agency_ The court 
in California holds that a balancing test must be applied in 
administrative proceedings, and consideration given t~ the con-

, , 

'sequences of applying exclusionary rules in a given situation .. 
Thus it is clear that a state agent, acting under color of his 
authority, may so act as to violate Fourth .Amendment strictures, 
forcing suppression of the evidence he has obtained illegally. 

"More recently, it has been held that an administrati'tJ'e 
agency's representativ:e, entering without consent upon a ,portion 
of a commercial premises not open to the public, accomplishes h.is 
agency's objective illegally. By so dOing he may exceed consti
tutional bounds if his investigation extends beyond' reasonable' 
perimeters. If he observes things which are- in plain sigh.t from, 
a place in an office where he has no· right to be,: or where he is 
uninvited, the intrusion may ~lso be unlawful unless there are 
exigent circumstances, or jeopardy to life or property, which 
compel his presence. Administrative convenience is· not an exigent 
circumstance .. 

"NoW' the courts have also looked to· the surrounding 
area to see if the area was open to publiC. use; if so, the 
occupant cannot claim to expect privacy from all observations. 
This doctrine has been carried to the extent of es.tablishin9 in 
effect a hierarchy of protected places. That is, some places are 
regarded as so public in nature that searches are justified 
(e.g~· open fields) ~ .. The '"t"est 1S whether there" was a subjective 
expectation of privacy in the site •. 
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"Now in the instant proceedings, if the evidence were. 
to show that the state agents, Paasche and Morris, entered the 
Consolidated building improper,ly and without identification~ 
then crossed through the building. to gain en.try to the rear 
enclosed areas without permission, and. accomplished this by 
stealth or by other means of trespass that unreasonably violate 
the proprietor's reasonable expectations of privacy, the evidence, 
they obtained in this manner could be tainted, and a motion to, 
suppress would then be upheld • 

• tCer'tainly Consolidated is entitled to the privacy of 
its office premises. 

"But in this case how did Morris and Paasche get to 
the rear area where the spur and switch are located? Neither 
the spur nor the switch are on Consolidated's propertyp Neither 
Chandler nor McDonald nor their sublessees are complaining of any 
trespass her,e. Morris testified that he went to, the front door, 
entered, saw a receptionist, and identified himself to her. 
He was conducted, he testified,. thl:Ough. to the rear area'. 
He did not recall whether it was a man, woman, or who it was .. 
Paasche testified he also entered the plant at Arminta Street,. 
talked to the receptionist and asked to see the owner or manager 
and gave his card. He and Mr. Melideo had an argument. 

"NOW, earlier Paasehe had been there and had driven around 
the property. Both Arminta Street and Cabrito are public ways. 
From cabrito it is possible to observe the area throughfenees 
where the spur and the track and the switeh are involved. The 
testimony presented by Mr. Paasche is that he was on S:.?., property 
and on a public street. He surmised the borders by the fence 
perimeters. We have testimony that there are signs on the fences 
indicating it is private property. 

"There was no trespassing. And certainly, I think, with 
the fence, the reasonable interpretation would be that the property 
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beyond the fence, that is, inside the fence,. is that which is 
protected. There is no evidence that Cabrito· is not a public 
way, whatever its state of improvement. In fact, Mr. Melideo 
testified that the property owners had unsuccessfully tried to· 
get together to get the city to improve it by paving. 

"Now, opposed to this,. we have Ml:. Mel ideo '5 testimony 

and what his policy reg-ardi.ngY"isitors. is., . But. the 'Problem there,' is 
that Mr. Melideo was not present at the complained· of visits· when 
the evidence· was obtained. He has no personal knowledge· of what 
took place. Indeed, the inference is' that he learned after the 
fact of Morris' and Paasche's visits, presumably from his 
employees, and that this is what induced his June outburst with 
Mr. Paasche on the subsequent visit. 

"Certainly the company records would show who· was on 
the reception desk on the dates of the Morris· and Paa·sehe· visits .• 
And that receptionist could have been subpoenaed or brought in,. or 
at least a deposition taken if she could testify ,to the contrary. 
There has been nothing presented as to who the conductor might 
have been. 

"Now, that policy would not permit the ent~y of Morris 
and Paasehe is one thing, but that does not mean that ,the compla'ined 
of visits did not happen as Morris and Paasche testified. We have 
abundant testimony in the case- of both SP" and Chandler witnesses 
to' indicate that policy is not always identical to· actions of 
employees and intent of the policymakers. Honold's and Newkirk's 
testimony was on policy, but we see that Rood and Votruba did 
not adhere to policy. 

"As I s,tated earlier, in these situations the defendant 
has the burden of coming forward and establishing a prima facie 
evidence of an ille.gal search: It is' my ruling that respondent. 
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Consolidated here has failed to make the prima facie case required 
t~ invoke the exclusionary rule. Therefore, the evidence- will 
be allowed to- remain in the record, and the motion to· suppress 
is denied .. " 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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_ willfu~l_n~!!s wj.~h_ ~~sp.~_~.~~ .. 1;~~_~_1;.;..i~.9~!l_CJ' .~L~E~_.p~.r.!al ~:( __ ~.?.be .. _ .. _ 
assessed (Progressive Transportation' Co.. (1961) 58 CPtJC 452). 

In the instant proceeding, with reference to the Ralston 
shipments, the parties stipulated that no false documentation or 
billing had been involved. The undercharges arose out o·f application 
of wrong rates and charges. But as we examine the evidence to 
de.terrcine wheth~r there has been culpable conduct,. we observe that 
permeating the record there is the- strong inference- that inte-rpreta
tion of the tariff to determine what rates and charges should have 
been. applied appears to have been largely left up to Ralston~s traffic 
personnel. Ralston's Thompson and Mueller appear to have made- the
decisions, with Kooyman beins content to abide by their interpreta
tions.. The errors appear to have been judgmental, but it .is obvious 

• that the carrier did not do his job.. The- carrier I' not the shipper,. 
has the prime duty of ascertaining the applicable rate' to, be charged, 
and it cannot be- relieved of this bllrden by relying upon info'rmation 
supplied by the- shipper (Dee Smith Trucking Co. (1966) 66· CPOC ~43) .. , 

• 

Ignorance cannot continue to excuse- the carrier.. We take o·fficial 
notice of the fact that in C.9422, a 197~ matter,. Kooym~n in his 
defense pleaded reliance upon another shipper as the cau\e fo,r the 

\ 
resulting undercharges, and in mitigation stated that he~d acquired 
the services of an e-xperienced rate clerk and had also reta;i.ned the 
services of a traffic consultant to au<:1it his bills .. Here,\s there, 
we found no intent to evade the tariff prOvisions,. but we do,\erve 
notice that while in this instance we will assess- no S 3774 p~itive 
penalty for the Ralston shipments,. in the future we will not ahcept 
the excuse of reliance upon the shipper for rates and charg_es 
<:1eterminations • 
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Melideo. relevant to this objection and motion to suppress~ 
testified that his employees had told him that a PUC person had been 
upon both his Arminta and Bradley properties wi:chout his permi~sion,. 
and that therefore he was not receptive when Paasche: arrived shortly 
after. being resentful (in view of Patton's earlier threats while 
with Conti Trucking) that there were apparently investigations go·ing 
on about hl.m and that he had not been notified. He testified that on 
both locations he had numerous signs in bo·th English and Spanish 
posted against trespassing,. that no one was delegated authority to 
give permission to enter when he was unavailable,. and that his 
employees would not even consider doing it without his permission. 
Finally. he testified that Ricardo Vasquez. ap'art from technical 
matters. has "some difficulty in understanding English." 

We have reviewed theAI.J's ruling and the testimony regarding. 
this objection and motion to sup'ress. We conclude that the PJ..J was 
correct in his result. namely. that no evidence need be suppressed'~ 
As the Al.J discusses .• the evidence requested to be supressed was 
obtained either from the Commission employees making observations from 
public streets or on the property of th~Southern Pacific 'I'ransportation 
Company. where they had a right to be.:;ursuant to· validly obtained 
consent from Consolidated employees to enter Consolidated's properties 
accompanied by Consolidated employees. No conyincing. demonstration of 

. l' f b 1 ;.t '('vcr Ct.n (JY'-' f' h b d trespass or ~o at~on 0 a reasona e e*pee~o pr~vacy as een ma e. 
/1 

The Commission adopts the ALJ ruling as its 0'W'O. to the extent 
the ALJ discusses the facts involved and determines \:hat .. by reason of 
plain view and consent. application of the exclusiona\ey rule is 
unnecessary. Other than as to these matters there is \-6.0 ne,ed to adopt 
the .PJ...J' s: ruling and we do not do so. _ \ 

Before we can proceed to the substantive issues involved 
inthe investigation involving. the Consolidated transport\tion. we must 
also resolve the remaining objections and motions to diS~S which 
were entered by the attorneys for Kooyman and/or Consolida ed.. These 
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o~jeetions and motions. involving as they do, propose~inal disposi
tions of the OIl .. were properly taken under submission ind reserved for 
our disposition by the PJ..J. Our disposition of each of t~'ese follows: 

Consolidated t s Jurisdictional Obj ection: We are\sked" 
·either not to assert jurisdiction or to dismiss· the charges "against 
Consolidated because. it is asserted .. the evidence introduced\ShOws. 
that the rail rate structure. including the alte~tive rail rate 
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"This should be sufficient to keep'the poe 
off your back and consider: y~u:rself on Rail. 
Regards Boyd"' (Exhibit 37.) 

Melideo had this filed' ,after' adding the, comment: "Marsha - ,file & 

this is our protection for getting Rail' Ra,tes .. ~ ,Thereafter Melideo 
testified, after asking' and getting conf·irmation of the on-rail status 
from Kooy:nan,!2/ Consolidated shipped s·teel to. the Arminta Street 
facility from U .. S. Steel using Kooyman as carrier and applying alternate 
rail rates.. Me1ideo also related that in 1974~ at Consolidated's 
request~ SP approved'its inclusion on SP's authorized credit list 
for payment of transportation charges.. He then introduced Exhibit 38,. 
a confirming letter siglled by SPI~. V::4.6e-p'r~~.id.e:nt and treasurer,. 
McLean) • 

Melideo further testified that about 1975 or 1976 he 
transferred his trucking business to Conti Trucking when Patton left 
U.S. Steel and began. acting as a soliciting agent for Conti Trucking .. 
He described how Gene Conti also affirmed,. after checking, that 
Consolidated was on-rail. Later after dissatisfaction with Conti 
set in, Melideo switched back to Kooyman in late 1976, or 1977, and 
Melideo testified that Patton threatened that if consolid~ted left 
Conti Trucking, patton would prove Consolidated was not on~ail, 
causing loss of "alternative rail rates. Again Kooyman Check~ 
and confirmed that Consolidated was' on-rail. Teresi was ~ 
also used and it also told Melideo that Consolidated was on-rai~ 
Melideo, questioned if ev~r he contacted the POC on the on-Off-ratl 
issue, testified that in 1913 or 1914 he phoned ,and tried to· dis~ss 
his location and rail rates, but could get no interest in his problem, 

ana .he/e<>.S .~o.t .. r.ec.a,l.l. ~~e:a.lkea ,~~.. .~e,te~~ifie.a .. ~,~~~~,ti;\ \ .. ' 

15/ Melideo testified that Kooyman told Consolidated- "he had checked. 
with the POC, had checked with u.s. Steel, and we were considered 
to be on ra.il .. " 
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had in 1975 not been checked reeently for compliance with provisions 
of the PUC and Commission' regula'tions. In line with his, responsibilities 
as chief enforcement officer 'of that '.territo'roy, Paasche- recommended 
that 3n initial survey be made of Rooyman' S ope'rations, rates,. charges,. 

- , ... 
and practices. A check was author·ized' and routine investigation was 
initiated. Spot-checks disclosed clear discrepancies involving 
certain accounts including Consolidated. The ordering of' a spur 
check report i~ the first step when alternative rai~ rate application~ 
are involved. 

It is alleged' by Consolidated that .. somehow Conti Trucking 
had motivated the investigation in revenge for losing the Consolidated 
business several years earlier; that a staff employee working ciosely 
with Paasche in the Stockton office was in effect working· both sides. 
of the street and to accommodate Conti Trucking had helpfully 
instigated the "'routine survey"'. To support this allegation, 

• Consolidated points to. the indelicate fact of the appearance of ' a 
Commission enforcement employee attending an indastry association 
meeting, seated with, and for all intents and purposes,. representing 
Conti Tr·ucking.16/ Consolidated and Rooyman query ·their being 
singled out when the same on-rail rates. were charged earlier when' 
Conti Trucking was doing the hauling .. In this vein 't is noted that 
after stressing in his testimony the routiness of the way Kooyman was 
selected for' audit,when questioned about his initial comment that in, 

\ 

• 

ini tiating the survey he had centered in on a numbe'r o~ accounts 
based on wprior knowledge,'· Paasche explained that mean\ the type- of 
account involved and its size, or if the name was familiar (in that 
he had run into it before for other violations),. but that\"In this 
particular survey, I hit the bigger ·accounts.~ (Emphasis \dded.) As 

....... - .. ' .- ...... , ....... \ ....... -.-. . .... .. ••• ___ •• _ •.• - t 

.' ... -+<to f~, ..... • 

~I . Unfortunately, staff made no attempt to explain o'r othe'rwise 
controvert the inference that flows from these allegations • 
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Regrettable as is any publi'c' appe'a:rance of formal or informal 
relationship between a staff member 'and' a' reg:ulated, ca'rrie'r, the 
record in this instance, clearly show$' ,that' ',the' "$'taf'fer'atissue played 
no role in this investigation except' 'to' 'per-form quasi-clerical tasks 
such as photocopying documents for Pa:asche' 'and pulling material from 
the files upon request. Paasche testif;ied that· to· his knowledge the . 
staff member had never worked for or received any compensation for 
services such as consulting from Conti;. Trucking and had taken no. 

, . 
substantial leave of absence while working for Paasche.. The 
respondents, had they wished to pursue this issue' further, could 
have subpenaed the staff member to do so. But as it was ,developed, 
the record cannot support any conclusion that the s·taff .member's 
activities in any way tainted this investigation; the most that can 
be sustained is less than a surmise. 

Finally, we note that a significant number of the suspect 
shipments involved, consign~, according, to .~heir resp.~1:'iye ."'. , 
shipping documen.ts to the' Van Nuys Arminta Street fac'ility of 
Consolidated, were, according to staff"s allegations and the sworn 
testimony of witnesses, in fact either delivered to ~'r diver'ted to 
Consolidated"s Sun Vally Bradley Aven.ue facility, rasing issues quite 
apart from failure to assess off-rail rates. We will turn to these 
later .. 

After considering the above-stated evidence an arguments, 
we conclude that there was no Conti Truckin9-st~ff complkity involved 
in the instant investigation, and the fact that cOnSOliQa~d was' not 
advised in 1972 or 1973 of its off-rail status, or that Pa~che . 
inadvertently retained possession of a copy of the 1972' Con~lidate<:l 
spur track report over the subsequent years, does' not serve' ~. deprive 
Consolidated of any constitutionally guaranteed procedural op~tunity 

\ 
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considering the divergent facilities used 'cy different consignees 
to receive property,. it is also clear that it is not possible to app,ly 
a general rule to cover all situations. In each instance the physical 
configuration and characteristics of a consigneets claimed "point,o,f 
destination" must 'ce considered to determine his status. In this 
regard, a brief review of our determinations in earlier cases 
involving somewhat sinlilar facilities can 'ce helpful .. 

First of a.ll, it is- not essential that there be a rail spur 
ex.tending unto' ,consignee's property itself. In Investigation of 
Robert Sell (l9SS) S6·CPUC 277, and Investigation of Anderson Trucking 
(1959) 57 CPUC 225" we held that it s-uffices if consignee's property 
is adjacent to a spur track from which unloading can be done in the 
normal manner. In~,. the consignee at issue was located on 
property leased from the railroad and the p-rope-rty used, for unloading 
was part of the railroad's right-of-way. There was a team track 

• 'celonging to the railroad 60 feet away.. A fence and a gate separated 
the leased property and the team track area. The consignee used 

• 

the railroad-owned' area between the leased property and the team 
track to unload both trucks and rail cars. On\hese facts we concluded 
that inasmuch as the areas were contiguous we wo~ld consider the leased 
property -and the area adjacent to· the team track ~s constituting one 
single receiving area so that they became a Sin9le\point of destina~ion. 

In Anderson we have three similar situations. The property 
of one consignee was situated adjacent to and alongs\de a spur track. 
Railroad cars were unloaded at the track and lumber w'as carried by 
a forklift through a gate 6 to s: feet from the track u\ to- consigneets 
yara. The consignee h~d an agreement with the railroad to, spot' cars 
alongside its yard on the spur track for loading and unlading. 
Another consignee had the 200-foot width of the- rear of it property 
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• . 
2. Pete J. Kooyman properly collected from respondent 

_s.h~ppe~," ~lst~_n. ?uiing.~C9mpany"_and .. ~s __ orde;.~.~t t~~~l.~ct ~~o:u ___ ... m •••• 

_ respon-den.~_. ~£.iJ?P~rs ~lan _~na·uS;tri'es!:.~.~nc:~. and Consolidated" 
Container Corporation (Consolidated) the-difference between the 
charges collected and the charges due as' set forth· respectively in 
Findings a, 10, and 30 above and shall proceed promptly, diligently, 
and in good faith to pursue all reasonable measures to collect unpaid . . 

• 

• 

undercharges, having due regard to Conclus.ion of Law 23 above. In 
the event the undercharges ordered to be collected by this· order,. . . 
or any part of such undercharges, remain uncollected 60 days. after 
the effective date of this order, respondent Pete J. Kooyman shall 
file with the Commission, on the first Monday of each month after 
the end of the 60 days, a report of the undercharges. remaining to 
be collected, specifying the action taken to ~ollect such. undercharges 
and the result of such. action, until such undercharges. have been 
collected in full or until fU.rther order of the Commission. Failure 
to file any such monthly report within lS days after the due date 
shall result in the automatic suspension of respondent's operating 
authority until the report is filed.·'\ .. 

3. Pete J •. Kooyman is placed on notice tha\failure to collect 
the undercharges will not serve as· an equitable ca,se for a reduction 
in the undercharge fine under PU Code 5. 3800.' \ '. 

. 4. Pete J. Kooyman shall cease and desist fr~m charging and 
collecting comp~nsation for the transportation of prt,perty or for 
any service in connection therewi th in a lesser amoun\ than the minimum 
rates and charges prescribed by this Commission, or fr'om using false 
billing devices. 

S. All operating authorities issued to Pete.J. Ko 
suspended for a period of 20 ConsecUtive days corrrnericirig on'th 
date of this order • 
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